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ABSTRACT

JUSTICE DENIED: LOW SUBMISSION RATES OF SEXUAL ASSAULT KITS IN UTAH
AND THE PREDICTING VARIABLES

By
Julie L. Valentine
May 2016

Dissertation supervised by Dr. L. Kathleen Sekula
The state of Utah has sexual assault rates consistently higher than the national average.
Following sexual assaults, victims are advised to seek health care services with evidence
collected and packaged in sexual assault kits (SAKs). This large (N=1,874), retrospective study
examined rates of sexual assault kit (SAK) submissions by law enforcement (LE) to the state
crime laboratory for analysis at four sites in Utah with established sexual assault nurse examiner
(SANE) programs on SAKs collected from 2010 to 2013. Variables of legal and extralegal
characteristics in sexual assault cases were explored through GEE modeling to determine what
factors predicted SAK submissions. For submitted SAKs, the length of time between the dates of
assault and dates of submission were categorized and bivariate and multivariate analyses
calculated to discover legal and extralegal characteristics affecting time of submission. The four
study sites in Utah represented 40% of Utah LE agencies and 65% of the state’s population. Out
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of the 1,874 SAKs in the study, only 38.2% were submitted by LE to the state crime laboratory
for analysis. When SAK submissions were examined based upon time between assaults and
submission dates, 22.8% were submitted within a year of the assault and 15.4% were submitted
more than a year after the assault following media and community pressure for LE agencies to
submit SAKs in storage. Significant variability of SAK submission rates and the time submitted
from the assault dates were found between the four sites. Site location was found to be the main
determinant of whether or not SAKs were submitted. The lack of SAK submissions for analysis
results in justice denied for victims and raises public safety concerns. The finding that the
location in which the sexual assault occurred was the primary factor on SAK submissions
represents an inequity of justice.
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DEDICATION

I dedicate my dissertation to the patients whom I have cared for following sexual assault.
This study is an attempt to represent these patients, to capture their voices by coding their legal
and extralegal characteristics, trauma, and sexual assaults. By aggregating information from
these de-identified patients, I hope their combined experiences as sexual assault victims will be
powerful in bringing about improvements in how sexual assaults are investigated and prosecuted
in Utah. This study explored just one aspect of these cases, submission of sexual assault kits by
law enforcement for analysis. Submission of sexual assault kits is a step towards justice for
victims of rape.
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Dissertation Proposal
Specific Aims
Sexual assault nurse examiners (SANEs) are specially educated forensic nurses trained to
care for victims of sexual violence by providing compassionate nursing care, documenting
injuries, and collecting trace deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) samples for forensic analysis. The
DNA evidence is packaged and preserved in sexual assault kits (SAKs). The majority of
communities in the United States do not know how many of their SAKs are brought to crime
laboratories for analysis. There is growing concern that few SAKs are actually submitted by law
enforcement to undergo DNA screening and analysis (Patterson & Campbell, 2012; Shaw &
Campbell, 2013; Strom & Hickman, 2010).
This dissertation study developed from a pilot study linking data from the State of Utah
sexual assault examination forms completed by sexual assault nurse examiners (SANEs) with
data on sexual assault kits (SAKs) submitted by law enforcement to the Utah Bureau of Forensic
Services (UBFS), the state crime laboratory. A major aim of the pilot study, implemented in Salt
Lake County, Utah in 2013, was to discover how many collected SAKs were submitted to the
state crime laboratory for analysis and to explore variables associated with SAK submission.
The dataset created in the pilot study contains variables on victim characteristics, rape crime
factors, SAK submissions to the crime laboratory, and SAK results of deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) screening and analysis. In essence, tracking SAKs from evidence collection through
submission to DNA analysis results.
In the pilot study of 988 SAKs collected in Salt Lake County from January 1, 2010, to
December 31, 2012, findings revealed 20% of SAKs were submitted by law enforcement for
analysis. This low submission rate lead to the dissertation study, expanding the data collection
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outside of Salt Lake County, Utah, to ascertain if other locales in Utah had similar SAK
submission rates and exploring predictor variables for SAK submissions. It is projected that if
determinants of SAK submissions, or non-submissions, can be identified, then the variables
related to submission can be addressed in order to improve submission rates. Data expansion for
the dissertation study included 1,874 SAKs, from 2010 to 2013, from three additional sites in
Utah: Washington County, Iron County, and Northern Utah (Weber, Box Elder, Morgan and
Davis Counties). Cases from 2013 in Salt Lake County were also added to the study population
for the dissertation study. The four sites in the dissertation study shared the commonality of
having experienced, forensically trained sexual assault nurse examiners (SANEs) collecting,
preserving and documenting the evidence, thereby providing uniformity in the quality of trace
DNA evidence collected and written documentation on the state examination form.
In Utah, the process of evidence collection and submission of evidence in sexual assault
cases is similar to many other areas in the United States. Standardized, sealed SAKs are
obtained by forensic medical examiners or SANEs from the state crime laboratory. When a
victim reports a sexual assault within 5 days of the assault, forensic medical examiners or
SANEs are notified and trace DNA evidence is collected and packaged in the SAKs. The SAKs
are then given to law enforcement agencies as potential evidence in the case. Law enforcement
agencies decide whether to submit the SAKs to the state crime laboratory, Utah Bureau of
Forensic Services (UBFS), or not; hence, law enforcement agencies are the gatekeepers on SAK
submissions. If SAKs were submitted to the crime laboratory, the protocol during the study
years of 2010 to 2013 was to screen for serology, looking for saliva and semen, prior to DNA
screening and analysis. UBFS would notify the law enforcement agency of serology findings
and wait to complete DNA screening and analysis until notified by the law enforcement agency
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that DNA analysis was desired. The forensic scientists then decided on the type of DNA
analysis, STR and/or YSTR, to complete on the evidence samples. A DNA profile developed
from the analysis was considered to be a “probative” profile if it served to provide information
about the crime, linking the suspect and/or crime scene with the victim (Suzanne Miles, personal
communication, June 4, 2015).
This dissertation study provided information on one aspect of the process described in the
preceding paragraph: SAK submissions by law enforcement to the crime laboratory for analysis.
The purpose of this retrospective, dissertation study was to explore how many SAKs were
submitted by law enforcement to the state crime laboratory for analysis of cases from 2010 to
2013, and the association of selected sexual assault (SA) legal and extralegal factors on the
submission of SAKs at four sites in Utah.
Research Questions
What percent of collected SAKs at the study sites in Utah are submitted by law enforcement
to the state crime laboratory for analysis?
What sexual assault victim characteristics (extralegal characteristics) and/or rape crime
factors (legal characteristics) are associated with the submission of sexual assault kits to the state
crime laboratory for analysis from the four Utah sites?
Does the percent of sexual assault kits submitted by law enforcement for analyses vary from
site-to-site?
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Background and Significance
Theory
Forensic nursing, a relatively new health care discipline uniting forensics and nursing,
was recognized in the mid-1990s as a nursing specialty (Lynch, 2011). Sexual assault nurse
examiners (SANEs) comprise a large subset of forensic nurses and focus on providing
compassionate, holistic care to victims of rape and sexual assault. Although addressing the
physical, psychological and emotional health care needs of patients seen for a forensic
examination following sexual assault (SA) is the primary aim of SANEs, optimal evidence
collection and documentation is a significant portion of SANEs’ responsibilities when caring for
victims of sexual violence. This role places SANEs in a collaborative relationship with the
criminal justice system and forensic scientists.
The unique collaborative relationship that exists between forensic nurses, the criminal
justice system and forensic sciences requires an equally unique nursing theory. Lynch (1990)
defined the roles and responsibilities of forensic nursing and outlined a forensic nursing theory in
her Master’s thesis. The theory was further expanded in Forensic Nursing Science (Lynch and
Duvall, 2006) with emphasis placed on the importance of collaboration between forensic
nursing, the criminal justice system, and forensic sciences (Lynch, 2011). The emerging theory,
The Integrative Practice Model for Forensic Nursing Science, remains as the one and only
forensic nursing theory and provides the foundation for this research study as it focuses on the
interdisciplinary nature of forensic nursing. Valentine (2014) wrote a critique of the theory
emphasizing its strengths, limitations, and the need to evolve in order to support forensic nursing
practice, education and research (see attached document). Lynch (2014) wrote a response to the
theory critique supporting the evolution of the theory. Although there are limitations to the
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theory, primarily due to its lack of relational propositions, the emphasis on collaboration between
forensic nursing, the criminal justice system, and forensic science supports this study.
Literature Review
The dissertation study encompassed a multitude of variables collected from the State of
Utah sexual assault examination form on victims of sexual assault seen for a forensic medical
examination and rape crime factors as potential predictor variables related to SAK submissions.
The following literature review is a brief synopsis of available literature on the following:


Demographics of sexual assault victims and rape crime factors (some demographics
were explored as potential predictor variables on SAK submissions).



Sexual assault victims with mental illness (self-disclosure of mental illness and/or use
of psychotropic medications were explored as potential predictor variables on SAK
submissions).



Peri-traumatic memory loss or consciousness changes associated with sexual assault
(memory loss and/or consciousness changes as documented by victims and recorded
on the sexual assault examination forms were explored as potential predictor
variables for SAK submissions).



Prior studies on SAK submissions to crime laboratories. In the literature review few
studies were found exploring SAK submission rates and variables associated with
SAK submissions. This dissertation study added to this body of knowledge.



Collaborative relationships between forensic nurses and forensic scientists. This
study consists of research between these two disciplines. The literature review
revealed a gap in studies linking data between forensic nurses/medical providers and
forensic scientists. This dissertation study addressed this gap.
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Exploring SAK submission rates and variables associated with SAK submission rates
documented in medical forensic forms is relevant to forensic nursing practice. Sexual assault
nurse examiners (SANEs) and/or forensic medical providers complete the medical forensic
forms listing information about sexual assault victims and rape crime factors. National standards
for the forensic medical forms are to only include health information that may impact the
findings of the examination (Office on Violence Against Women, 2013). Yet, in Utah as in other
areas of the United States, additional health information is listed on the forms. Some of this
health information, such as self-disclosure of mental illness, will be evaluated as predictor
variables on SAK submission or lack of submission. This study will provide information
regarding the effect that some variables on the medical forensic forms may have on SAK
submissions. Although the primary aim of the study was to explore SAK submissions, the study
findings will also help guide what to include on forensic medical examination forms to provide
unbiased documentation, and reinforce the importance of accurate, thorough documentation in
sexual assault examinations.
A brief summary of the literature review is as follows:
Patient population and demographic information. When considering the high number
of individuals impacted by sexual assault (SA), it is clear that the potential patient population for
SANEs is extensive. National statistics indicate that almost one in five women and one in
seventy-one men have been victims of rape (Breiding, Smith, Basile, Walters, Chen, & Merrick,
2014). A study specific to Utah found that one in every three Utah women has been sexually
assaulted in their lifetime, while one in six have been raped (Mitchell & Peterson, 2008). Most
SA victims do not report the crime or seek health care services (Breiding et al., 2014; Mitchell &
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Peterson, 2008). In the Utah study, Rape in Utah 2007, only about thirteen percent of rape
victims sought health care services (Mitchell & Peterson, 2008).
Demographic information collected in studies on SA generally includes information on
victims, relationships between victims and suspects, suspects’ actions, and rape crime factors.
Information on victims often includes age, gender, race, socioeconomic status, physical and
genital injuries from assault, and length of time between assault and examination. A national
survey found that 42.2% of rape victims reported being raped before the age of 18 years, while
the Utah study found that 78.7% of victims reported that their first SA was before the age of 18
years (Breiding et al., 2014; Mitchell & Peterson, 2008). A large descriptive demographic study
of 2500 female sexual assault victims in Denmark found that two-thirds were between fifteen
and twenty-four years (Larsen, Hilden, & Lidegaard, 2014). Socioeconomic status will not be a
variable measured in this study as this information is not contained in the charts being reviewed,
but other studies have found that low-income individuals report more sexual assaults (Breiding et
al., 2014). Multiple studies have found that most SAs are committed by assailants known to the
victims (Breiding et al., 2014; Mitchell & Peterson, 2008). Women have disproportionately
higher rates of SA and injuries from the assault (Breiding et al., 2014; Catalano, 2013). There is
some indication that increasing age of the victim is associated with a greater amount of physical
injury (Larsen et al., 2014; Sugar, Fine, & Eckert, 2004). The amount of physical and genital
injuries has great variability in past studies, but documentation of injuries is more common if the
examination occurs less than 72 hours after the assault (Larsen et al., 2014; Sugar, Fine, &
Eckert, 2004; Crane, 2006). Although there is a wide range of time in which victims may report
a SA to law enforcement, collection of DNA evidence is currently suggested to occur up to five
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days, 120 hours, after the assault as the likelihood of collecting sufficient suspects’ DNA
diminishes over time.
Studies on rape suspects have examined race, gender, actions of the suspects and degree
of lethality. Most SA suspects are males (Breiding et al., 2014). In the majority of SAs, the
victim and suspect are of the same race (Greenfeld, 1997). Race information on suspects must
be interpreted cautiously as it is not known if victims are more likely to report an assault if
committed by a minority or a race different than the victim. The most common suspect action
during a rape is verbal coercion or threats, followed by physical violence, which may include
grabbing, holding, pushing, hitting, slapping or kicking the victim; strangulation; and use of a
weapon (Breiding et al., 2014). Strangulation, use of a weapon, and severe blunt force trauma
indicate higher degrees of lethality within the rape. Rape crime factors generally examined in
studies include if drugs or alcohol were involved in the assault and if drug facilitated assault is
suspected. Aggregating data on sexual assault victims and rape crime factors is necessary to
develop a greater understanding of sexual assault and its impact in our society. This
demographic information is beneficial to SANEs in guiding forensic nursing practice to best
meet the needs of individuals, communities and society. The demographic information gleaned
from this study adds to the growing body of research on sexual assault proving to be beneficial
for both SANE practice and the communities in which they serve. Additionally, demographic
information was explored as potential predictor variables on SAK submissions.
Incidence of Mental Illness in Rape Victims. Individuals with mental illness have
higher rates of experiencing violent victimization (Choe, Teplin, & Abram, 2008). Indeed, those
with severe mental illness are eleven times more likely to be victims of violent crimes (Teplin,
McClelland, Abram, & Weiner, 2005). A study in England found that 20% of victims who
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sought care following sexual assault reported pre-existing mental illness (Campbell, Keegan,
Cybulska, Forster, 2007). A retrospective review of sexual assault victims’ medical examination
forms in 467 individuals found the prevalence of preexisting mental illness to be approximately
34%, while 42% disclosed use of psychotropic medications (Brown, Du Mont, Macdonald, &
Bainbridge, 2013). Although an association between sexual assault and mental illness has been
established, few studies have examined the prevalence of mental illness in victims prior to
reporting a sexual assault. Self-disclosure of mental illness and/or use of psychotropic
medications were examined as variables impacting the submission of SAKs.
Neurobiological Effects of Sexual Assault Trauma on Memory, Consciousness and
Awareness. Trauma causes physiological and psychological responses that impair memory
encoding and affect feelings of consciousness and awareness (Herman, 1997; Bremner, 2006;
Anda et al., 2006; van der Kolk, 2014; Wheeler, 2014). Campbell (2012) has linked the traumainduced neurobiological responses individuals experience as a result of sexual assaults to their
credibility as victims and negatively affecting law enforcement investigation, resulting in high
case attrition rates. Findings from this study add to research focused on the neurobiological
effects of sexual assault trauma on memory, consciousness and awareness by exploring victims’
reports of loss of memory and/or consciousness as potential variables influencing SAK
submissions.
Submission of Sexual Assault Kits (SAKs) for Analysis. Few communities know how
many of their collected SAKs are submitted by law enforcement to crime laboratories for
analysis. There are also few studies that have examined the variables or decision-making
policies that are associated with submission of SAKs. Community factors of higher degree of
law enforcement engagement with victim advocacy groups, SANE teams, or sexual assault
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response teams have been examined as leading to increased SAK submission (Patterson &
Campbell, 2012; Lord & Rassel, 2000). One study found that SAKs were less likely to be
submitted if the evidentiary value of the DNA analysis was unclear, if law enforcement viewed
funding as a barrier to analysis, if analysis was not requested by the prosecutor’s office, or if the
suspect was unknown or had not been charged (Strom & Hickman, 2010). These community
and law enforcement factors will not be measured in this retrospective study.
This dissertation study examined the effect of variables related to victim and/or crime
factors, as gleaned retrospectively from sexual assault examination charts on submission of
SAKs by law enforcement. There are few studies that provide background in this area. In one
study, documented physical or non-genital injuries were shown to increase SAK submission,
while SAKs were less likely to be submitted if the victim had bathed or showered (Patterson &
Campbell, 2012). Another study looking specifically at adolescent victims found that SAKs
were more likely to be submitted if there were a higher amount of assaultive acts, only one
perpetrator, victims were non-white and between the ages of 13 to 15 years rather than 16 to 18
years old (Shaw & Campbell, 2013).
Additional background information can be obtained through research studies focused on
factors that affect law enforcement investigation of sexual assault as these factors likely also
influence sexual assault kit submission. Perceived victim credibility has been identified as a
significant factor influencing law enforcement decision-making on whether or not a sexual
assault case is fully investigated (Campbell, Menaker & King, 2015). Victim credibility is
influenced by victim’s moral behavior at the time of the assault, emotional demeanor, ability to
provide detailed description of assault, reputation, history of lying, mental illness, and use of
alcohol or drugs. One study found that victim characteristics had little influence on the
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investigation of sexual assault cases, but that the suspect characteristics and report of assault
characteristics were more influential on sexual assault case progression (Snodgrass, Rosay, &
Gover, 2014). Sexual assault case attrition is also influenced by victims’ decisions to proceed
with the investigation or not (Kelley & Campbell, 2013; Patterson & Campbell, 2010). This
study contributes to these research studies examining variables associated with SAK submissions
to crime laboratory for analysis.
Collaborative Research Between Forensic Nurses and Scientists. It is imperative in
sexual assault cases that forensic evidence collectors, SANEs or medical examiners, and forensic
evidence analysts, forensic scientists, work together to achieve optimal results in evidence
collection and analysis. Yet, there are no published research studies aggregating data in sexual
assault cases to link the two disciplines. One study found that only 53% of forensic laboratories
had a feedback mechanism with the SANE group to discuss evidence collection procedures and
analysis findings (Corum & Carroll, 2014). While the primary purpose of this proposed study
was to increase the body of knowledge related to submission of sexual assault kits, an additional
aim was to increase collaborative studies between forensic nurses and forensic scientists to
establish evidence-based practice guidelines for both disciplines.
Preliminary Studies
I am, or have been, the principal investigator in the following five studies, all related to
my dissertation study. All of these studies received approval from Brigham Young University
Institutional Review Board for Human Subjects.
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1. Criminal case outcomes in sexual assault cases (2013)
The National Institute of Justice (NIJ) Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE) Toolkit
on criminal case outcomes in sexual assault cases was implemented in Salt Lake County, Utah in
2013.
Background. The National Institute of Justice (NIJ) funded creation of a research toolkit
to measure prosecution outcomes in sexual assault cases when a sexual assault nurse examiner
(SANE) program exists in a community (Campbell, Greeson, Karim, Shaw & Townsend, 2013).
It is believed that one outcome of SANE programs is higher prosecution rates, although this
outcome has not been evaluated in any large scale (Campbell, Townsend, Bybee, Shaw, &
Markowitz, 2013). The toolkit was piloted in six sites in the United States and published in
February 2013. I began steps to implement the toolkit in Salt Lake County, Utah immediately
after its publication. One of the research questions in my dissertation study explored the
submission of SAKs by law enforcement to the crime laboratory for analysis. The submission
rate of SAKs is likely reflective of the percentage of SA cases that are investigated and
prosecuted, so the findings from the NIJ SANE toolkit are relevant to this dissertation study.
Methods. 2241 charts of patients seen for a sexual assault examination in Salt Lake
County from 2003 to 2011 were reviewed to create a study population of 1657 cases meeting all
necessary study criteria. (Study criteria: patient over 18 years of age, patient consented to a
forensic medical examination, and patient agreed to interview with law enforcement.) From the
eligible pool of cases, 30 random cases per year were selected per research randomization
protocol outlined in the toolkit, creating 270 random study cases. The cases were divided into
their respective law enforcement (LE) agencies. Memorandums of Understandings were
established with eleven LE agencies in Salt Lake County. The LE agencies provided suspects’
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names only for cases referred to the District Attorney (DA). The final criminal case outcome for
each of the referred cases was searched through the court docketing system. Final criminal case
outcome data was entered into the NIJ SANE toolkit excel statistical program to generate
research percentages.
Results. Results as follows:
In Salt Lake County, 34% of sexual assault cases from 2003 – 2011 were screened by law
enforcement agencies with the District Attorney’s office (66% of cases were not screened). Out
of cases referred to Salt Lake County District Attorney’s office from 2003 – 2011, 24.5%
resulted in sexual assault charges filed and 75.5% were declined. The results of criminal case
outcomes during these years were as follows: 91% not charged, 3% charged but later dropped,
5% pled or plea bargain reached, 0% trial with acquittal, ans 1% trial with conviction. In Salt
Lake County from 2003 to 2011, 94% of sexual assault cases were not prosecuted and 6% of
sexual assault cases were prosecuted.
The two urban sites participating in the toolkit research in the pilot study had successful
prosecution rates of 8% and 13% (Campbell, Greeson, Karim, Shaw, & Townsend, 2013).
Qualitative data was obtained as many law enforcement agencies listed reasons as to why cases
were not screened with the DA’s office. The qualitative data was counted and categorized. The
top five reasons law enforcement listed as to why SA cases were not screened with the DA’s
office were as follows: victim did not want to pursue, unable to contact victim, unknown suspect,
uncooperative victim, and insufficient evidence.
Discussion. There was a strong community response when the results were released in
October 2013 of 94% not prosecuted and 6% of SA cases successfully prosecuted in 2003 to
2011 in Salt Lake County, Utah. In March 2014 the Utah State Legislature passed a bill
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mandating that victims of SA be notified of the status of their collected SAKs, if taken to crime
laboratory for analysis or if destroyed. Stable funding was also allocated to the Utah Office of
Crime Victims Reparations. A manuscript on the study has been submitted for publication and is
currently in the revision stage (Valentine, Shaw, Lark, & Campbell, 2016).
2. Law enforcement trauma informed response training in adult sexual assault cases
(2014-2015)
The findings from the NIJ SANE toolkit study sparked interest in one law enforcement
agency in Salt Lake County to take steps to educate police officers on trauma informed response
training in adult sexual assault cases and engage in a study monitoring if criminal case outcomes
in adult sexual assault cases are improved with the training.
Background. Following the release of the NIJ SANE toolkit findings on criminal case
outcomes in SA cases, I was contacted by Donna Kelly, Special Prosecutor for Sexual Assault
and Domestic Violence Cases, at the State of Utah Attorney General’s Office regarding
developing a training program with policy changes for law enforcement in how SA cases were
handled and investigated. One of the largest law enforcement agencies in Salt Lake County,
West Valley City Police Department, approached Donna Kelly asking how they could improve
their investigation and subsequent prosecution of SA cases. Donna Kelly, Justin Boardman with
West Valley City Police Department, and I developed a research study focused on training law
enforcement on the neurobiology of sexual assault trauma and on trauma informed response in
adult sexual assault cases. Donna Kelly and Justin Boardman developed a detailed Trauma
Informed Victim Interview protocol for law enforcement. Cases were included in the yearlong
study from May 12, 2014 through May 31, 2015. All cases within this timeframe are being
followed through adjudication.
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Study Aims and Research Questions. The purpose of this study was to understand the
impact of trauma informed sexual assault response training in adult sexual assault cases with a
specified law enforcement agency, West Valley City Police Department (WVC PD). In addition
to a full-day training on the neurobiology of sexual assault trauma and trauma informed response
in adult sexual assault cases, police officers received feedback from their audio/video-taped
Trauma Informed Victim Interviews and ongoing training as needed. The impact of this yearlong training program was measured by tracking criminal case outcomes in adult sexual assault
cases with WVC PD, assessing WVC PD police officers' experiences in investigating adult
sexual assault, and evaluating adult sexual assault victims' experiences with WVC PD. WVC
PD police officers were asked to sign a consent form to participate in the study by completing a
pre-training and post-training survey regarding adult sexual assault cases. Sexual assault victims
with WVC PD were asked to complete a victim survey asking for anonymous feedback on their
experiences with WVC PD after their trauma-informed interview by a detective.
Research questions:
Research question 1. Does implementation of sexual assault trauma-informed response
training with a law enforcement agency improve prosecution rates in adult sexual assault cases?
Research question 2. What is the impact of sexual assault trauma-informed response
training on law enforcement officers and detectives?
Research question 3. What are the experiences of adult sexual assault victims working with
a law enforcement agency with training in sexual assault trauma-informed response?
Research question 4. Will feedback from adult sexual assault victims, as written on the
victims' surveys, improve over the study year?
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Methods. Quantitative and qualitative data was gleaned from the law enforcement
participants and from SA victims through surveys utilizing Likert-scale questions with openended questions for feedback. The quantitative responses were analyzed via Excel and the
qualitative responses were imported into Nvivo10 to develop categories and themes.
Longitudinal data will be obtained by following the SA cases through investigation, screening
with district attorney’s office, charges filed by district attorney’s office, and final adjudication
for each case. The longitudinal data will then be compared to the findings from the NIJ SANE
toolkit.
Results and Discussion. The study began on May 1, 2014 and ended on May 31, 2015.
Sixty-four adult sexual assault cases fit the study criteria for enrollment in the study. As of
March 10, 2016, 75% of the cases have been adjudicated. The SAK submission rate has
improved from 20% to 100%. The screening of cases with prosecution has risen from 33% to
68%. The percent of charges filed in cases has improved from 9% to 32%. The prosecution rate
has quadrupled from 6% to 24%. Data from the victims’ surveys suggests that the victims felt
supported and respected by the law enforcement officers. Data from the law enforcement
surveys indicates that detectives are less likely to believe a rape case is a “false” report, they feel
more prepared to investigate sexual assault cases, and they have increased understanding of the
neurobiology of sexual assault trauma. Additional funding is desired to expand the study to
other law enforcement agencies and prosecutors’ offices. This study with West Valley City
Police Department provided pilot study data for the study expansion.
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3. Forensic evidence collection analysis from a community based sexual assault nurse
examiner program (2013 – 2015)
This preliminary study was the pilot study for the dissertation study. The SAK submission
rate of 20% for Salt Lake County stimulated interest in expanding the study to explore SAK
submission rates in additional locations in Utah. In the pilot study a dataset of over 200 variables
per sexual assault case was built in SPSS, which will generate additional, future research studies.
To date, only preliminary statistical analysis using univariate statistics has been completed on
this data.
Background. This study is the pilot study for the dissertation research. Data from SA cases
seen by a community based sexual assault nurse examiner team in Salt Lake County from 2010
through 2012 was collected along with corresponding data on these cases from Utah Bureau of
Forensic Sciences, the state crime laboratory, to create a pilot study population of 988 SA cases.
Study aims and research questions. The aim of this study was to link data between the
State of Utah Sexual Assault Examination Forms with data from the state crime laboratory to
explore variables associated with submission of SAKs by law enforcement to crime laboratory
and the development of probative STR and YSTR DNA profiles. The research questions were as
follows:
Research Question #1 - What are the descriptive statistical findings of SA victim
characteristics (i.e. alcohol or drug use prior to assault, report of peri-traumatic memory loss,
etc.) and of SA crime factors (i.e. use of a weapon, strangulation, suspected drug-facilitated
assault, etc.) in 1000 SA cases in Salt Lake County, Utah from 2010 to 2012?
Research Question #2 - What percent of collected SAKs from 2010 to 2012 in Salt Lake
County, Utah were submitted to crime laboratory for analysis?
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Research Question #3 - What SA victim characteristics and/or crime factors are associated
with submission of SAKs to crime laboratory for analysis?
Research Question #4 - What are the relationships of SA victim characteristics and crime
factors to the development of probative STR or YSTR DNA profiles?
Methods. A database of 223 variables per SA case was created in SPSS from information on
completed State of Utah Sexual Assault Examination Forms and an Excel spreadsheet completed
by forensic scientists on information from submitted SAKs. The methodology implemented in
this pilot study is the same methodology used in the dissertation research study. Descriptive
statistics were calculated for all variables. For Research Question #3, the outcome variable was
if SAK was submitted by law enforcement to crime laboratory for analysis. The predictor
variables for Research Question #3 included the following: victim characteristics (gender,
white/non-white, physical or mental disability, self-disclosed mental illness and/or use of
psychotropic medications, physical injury, genital injury, use of alcohol, use of drugs, bathed or
showered post-assault, reported memory loss, and reported loss of consciousness or awareness)
and rape crime characteristics (suspect white/non-white, suspect stranger/non-stranger, suspected
drug-facilitated assault, multiple suspects, weapon involved, strangulation occurred, and victim
or suspect used drugs or alcohol). Chi-square tests of association was completed on the predictor
and outcome variables.
Results. There was a large amount of descriptive statistical data due to the many variables
for each case. The following table provides information on Research Question #2 regarding the
percent of SAK submitted by law enforcement to crime lab. A column was included in this table
on the prosecution rates of SA cases in Salt Lake County for 2010 and 2011 as obtained from the
NIJ SANE Toolkit study to compare the rates of SAK submission with prosecution rates.
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Table 1
Percent of SAKs in Salt Lake County (2010-2012) Submitted to Crime Laboratory
Year

Total Number
of
SA Victims

Number of
Completed Exams

Number of SAKs
submitted to crime
laboratory

2010

344

314

94 (29.2%)

NIJ SANE Toolkit
Findings on
Successful
Prosecution Rates
13%

2011

378

333

64 (18.8%)

3%

2012

385

341

48 (14.07%)

Unknown as 2012
was not included in
NIJ SANE Toolkit
study.

TOTAL

1107

988

206 (20%)

In exploring Research Question #3, victim characteristics and rape crime factors, associated
with submission of SAKs to crime laboratory for analysis, only one variable was found to be
statistically significant through Chi-square tests of association: stranger assault, Χ2 = 17.186, df =
1, p = .000. Eighteen percent of SAs were committed by a stranger. Although this is the only
variable with statistical significance associated with SAK submission, 31.3% of collected SAKs
from stranger assaults were submitted by law enforcement to crime laboratory while over twothirds were not submitted. The crime laboratory encourages law enforcement agencies to submit
100% of collected SAKs from stranger assaults.
The following variables were found to be approaching significance in the preliminary Chisquare analyses. Although it is not customary to report on variables approaching significance,
the following variables were reported from the pilot study, as they were included in subsequent
multivariate statistical analysis that was completed as part of the dissertation study:
If victim had genital injury, Χ2 = 3.560, df = 1, p = .059
If victim self-disclosed mental illness, Χ2 = 3.640, df = 1, p = .056
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If victim self-disclosed mental illness OR use of psychotropic medications, Χ2 = 3.691,
df = 1, p = .055
If victim or suspect used alcohol or drugs prior to assault, Χ2 = 5.141, df = 2, p = .077
(Alcohol or drugs were involved in some manner in the assault by either victim or suspect.)
In the process of exploring Research Question #4 on variables that impacted the development
of a probative STR or YSTR DNA profile, it was discovered that only 51.5% of submitted SAKs
had DNA analysis attempted. In the study design, an erroneous assumption had been made that
if SAKs were submitted to crime laboratory, DNA analysis would be attempted on a large
majority of the SAKs. Instead, it was discovered that out of the 988 collected SAKs in the study,
206 SAKs were submitted to crime laboratory and only 103 SAKs had DNA analysis attempted.
In the 103 SAKs with DNA analysis attempted, five SAKs were recently submitted to Bode
Technology, a forensic laboratory outside of Utah. This meant that the sample size for exploring
probative STR or YSTR DNA profile development dwindled down to 98 SAKs with DNA
analysis attempted at the state crime laboratory in three years, 2010 through 2012 (see Fig. 1).
An additional research question was added into the study to explore what SA victim
characteristics and/or rape crime factors were associated with if the crime laboratory initiated
DNA analysis. The variables found to be approaching statistical significance or with
significance (if victim had genital injury, victim self-disclosed mental illness, victim selfdisclosed mental illness or use of psychotropic medications, if victim or suspect used drugs or
alcohol prior to assault, and if a stranger assault) on the submission of SAKs to crime laboratory,
were found not to be significantly associated with if DNA analysis was attempted.
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Figure 1. SAK Submissions and Completed DNA Analysis

A review of the crime laboratory procedure for determining the process of how the choice
was made to move forward to DNA analysis or not was conducted through discussions with the
forensic analysts. In 2010 to 2012, the crime laboratory policy was to conduct serology tests for
presence of amylase (saliva) or seminal fluid on all swabs prior to undertaking DNA analysis.
Law enforcement was then notified of the serology results although with the advent of touch
DNA analysis and YSTR DNA analysis, DNA profiles could now be developed with negative
serology findings. DNA analysis was attempted if law enforcement told the forensic analysts
that DNA analysis was desired in the case. As part of the data obtained from the crime
laboratory in the Excel spreadsheet, notes between law enforcement and crime laboratory were
included. It was found in the notes that in many cases law enforcement did not respond back to
the crime laboratory regarding if DNA analysis was desired, or respond back to requests from
crime laboratory for consensual partners’ or suspects’ DNA standards. A new variable was
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developed measuring if there was a lack of law enforcement response to crime laboratory phone
calls or requests and found that lack of law enforcement response occurred in 29.6% of the cases.
A Chi-square test of association was completed on this variable and if DNA analysis was
attempted. This was found to be statistically significant with Χ2 = 74.602, df = 1, p = .000.
It was difficult to address Research Question #4 on what variables are associated with the
development of probative STR or YSTR DNA profiles due to the low sample size of 70 SAKs
that had development of a probative STR or YSTR DNA profile. Fisher’s Exact Test was
conducted on the association of victim bathing or showering after the assault and development of
a probative DNA profile and found not be significant with p = .6046. Many victims did not
know if a condom was used or if ejaculation occurred, so tests of association on how these
variables impacted development of a probative DNA profile were not conducted due to the small
sample size answering “yes” to if condom used or ejaculation occurred. Additional descriptive
data on DNA analysis findings is listed in Appendix B.
Discussion. The descriptive statistical findings (Table B) provide substantial information on
SA victims and rape crime factors that can be beneficial to the community in understanding the
phenomenon of rape and in the potential development of programs aimed at decreasing sexual
assault. The findings on variables that impact the submission of SAKs to the crime laboratory
were enlightening. Patterson and Campbell (2012) found that SAK submissions were associated
with presence of physical injuries and a high level of engagement between law enforcement and
the SANE team. In addition, they found that SAKs were less likely to be submitted if victim had
bathed post-assault, while no association was found between the victim-offender relationship,
suspected drug-facilitated sexual assault, presence of anogenital injury, and victim use of alcohol
or drugs prior to assault (Patterson & Campbell, 2012). Shaw and Campbell (2013) found
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several factors predicted if SAKs were submitted to crime lab for analysis in adolescent rape
cases: age, race of victim, multiple suspects involved, and the number of assaultive acts.
Campbell, Menaker, and King (2015) found that victim credibility, as perceived by law
enforcement, was the primary factor affecting rape investigation, which is likely reflected in the
submission rate of SAKs. The perception of victim credibility was affected by victims’ behavior
at the time of the assault and perceived moral character (Campbell, Menaker, & King, 2015).
Variables included in this pilot study that may reflect victims’ credibility as perceived by law
enforcement were identified as victim reported memory loss, victim reported loss of
consciousness or awareness, victim use of alcohol or drugs, victim self-disclosed mental illness
or use of psychotropic medications, victim self-disclosed mental illness, and victim disclosed use
of psychotropic medications. Out of the variables related to credibility, victim self-disclosure of
mental illness approached statistical significance in association with SAK submission while use
of psychotropic medications did not. On the State of Utah Sexual Assault Examination Form
which is given to law enforcement agencies and crime laboratories, the SANE writes down selfdisclosure of mental illness in the section asking about current medical problems or conditions.
The SANE also writes down the list of medications, including psychotropic medications. It is
likely that the law enforcement agencies note the self-disclosure of mental illness, but are unable
to identify psychotropic medications out of the list of written medications. I have recommended
a change in the examination form to not include the overall health information with the sexual
assault kit paperwork given to law enforcement.
The SAK submission rate of 29.6% was released to vested community partners in
December 2013. This information, coupled with the findings from the NIJ SANE toolkit on
criminal case outcomes in SA cases, resulted in a one-time allocation of $750,000 by the state
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legislature for testing unsubmitted SAKs. A state task force was established to develop
guidelines for law enforcement agencies to follow in the submission of SAK held within their
facilities. I was asked to serve on this state task force. The submission of untested SAKs by law
enforcement within Utah began in October 2014. Since October 7, 2014, one hundred and ten
previously unsubmitted SAKs from 2012 have been brought to the state crime laboratory;
compare to forty-eight SAKs that were originally submitted from the 2012 cases. In addition,
multiple law enforcement agencies have sent unsubmitted SAKs to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation program, which provides DNA analysis of previously untested SAKs. A future
study examining differences between the SAKs with timely submission and SAKs submitted due
to the outcry to end the backlog of SAKs would be enlightening. The crime laboratory created
six additional DNA analysts positions increasing from two DNA analysts to eight analysts.
Crime laboratory policies have changed to move to DNA analysis on all submitted SAKs
regardless of serology findings or if response received from law enforcement agencies.
A pilot program, “UQuik” was launched in November 2014 to improve the time required to
complete DNA analysis and to improve submission of key evidence in SA cases. In the UQuik
program, the SANEs determine the most probative swabs, which may yield a DNA profile of the
assailant, and package these swabs in a smaller envelope separate from the larger SAK box. The
UQuik process decreases analyst time as they do not need to record every item contained in the
SAK, nor do they need to thoroughly read the history of sexual assault to determine the most
probative swabs for DNA analysis. Preliminary findings indicate that DNA analysis following
the UQuik protocol can be completed in 25 days, compared to 120 days in the former protocol.
In the NIJ SANE toolkit findings, it was found that in 2010 13% of SA cases were
successfully prosecuted, while in 2011 3% of SA cases were successfully prosecuted. Although
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no studies have been completed exploring the reason for the higher prosecution rates in 2010, it
is interesting to note that beginning in 2011 a new policy was implemented in the Salt Lake
County District Attorney’s office in which the prosecutor’s Special Victims Unit (SVU) was
disbanded. This SVU remained disbanded until 2015. The percentage of SAKs submitted to
crime laboratory also decreased with the rate of prosecution in 2011.
4. Exploring mental illness and use of psychotropic medications in victims of sexual
assault (2014 -2015)
The large dataset created in the pilot study sparked an interest in exploring this topic of the
incidence of mental illness in victims of sexual assault and categorizing their psychotropic
medications. For the dissertation study, the variables of self-disclosure of mental illness or use of
psychotropic medications were examined as potential predictor variables on SAK submissions.
Background. As part of the demographic information collected on victims in the pilot
study, several variables were included related to mental illness, use of psychotropic medications,
and past history of sexual assault. This portion of the pilot study was completed with Dr. Leslie
Miles and Dr. Linda Mabey, both Psychiatric Mental Health Doctors of Nursing Practice and
faculty members at Brigham Young University College of Nursing.
Methods. Information was gathered from the Sexual Assault Examination Form
regarding whether victims self-disclosed mental illness when asked if they had any medical
problems or conditions. The form does not contain any questions specifically asking about
mental illness, but some self-disclosed mental illness when asked about any medical problems or
conditions. Patients were also asked if they take any medications. The medications as reported
by the patient were written down by the SANE. Following entry of medical conditions and
medications in SPSS, Drs. Miles and Mabey categorized the medications as a psychotropic
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medication or not after reviewing the patient’s medical conditions. Dr. Miles and Mabey
categorized the types of psychotropic medications. As some victims did not disclose mental
illness, but reported use of psychotropic medications, an additional variable was created to
capture both self-disclosure of mental illness or use of psychotropic medications.
A sticker with a question regarding prior history of sexual assault at over fourteen years
of age and under fourteen years of age was added to information collected from patients seen by
the SANE organization in late 2010. As this information began to be collected in late 2010 and
as this sticker is an additional item that is sometimes not completed by SANEs, data on prior
history of sexual assault was not collected on all cases, but collected on approximately 64% of
the cases, 624 total cases. This data was not be collected in the dissertation study as it is unique
to the community SANE team in Salt Lake County, Utah.
Descriptive findings on self-disclosure of mental illness or use of psychotropic
medications with comparable data on prevalence of mental illness within the community are
displayed in Table 2.
Table 2
Prevalence of Mental Illness or Psychotropic Medication Use in Study, Utah and USA
Study
SAMHSA, SAMHSA, SAMHSA
NIMH, NSDUH,
N = 988
USA
Utah,
USA
USA
USA
(2009)
(2009)
(2012)
(2005)
(2010)
Self-disclosure
mental illness or
use of
psychotropic
medications

44.6%

19.67%

24.09%

12 month
prevalence

18.12%

Received
treatment

26.2%

13.7%
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Descriptive findings on categories of psychotropic medications and prevalence of use
with comparisons from national studies are displayed in Table 3.
Table 3
Psychotropic Medication Use for Adults in Study with National (USA) Comparisons
STUDY Medco, CDC,
NIMH,
NHNES, SAMSHA,
N=988 (2010) (2010)
(2005)
(2010)
(2012)
Psychotropic
Medication Use

40.1%

25%
Female
15%
Male

Stimulants/ADD or
ADHD medication

6.1%

4.1%

Atypical
antipsychotics

10.7%

1.1%

Typical antipsychotics

1.0%

1.1%*

Antianxiety

15.1%

5.7%

18.1%

Antidepressant

26.3%

11.9%

6.7%

Bipolar medication

11.4%

4.6%

2.6%

Addiction aid

2.1%

Sleep Aid

8.3%

5.7%

8%
(10%
Female)

6.9%
(8.4%
Female)

4.1%
5%
Female

Chi-square tests of association were conducted on the following variables, all with
statistical significance:
Prior sexual assault over 14 years of age and self-disclosure of mental illness, Χ2 = 10.372, df
= 2, p = .006
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Prior sexual assault under 14 years of age and self-disclosure of mental illness, Χ2 = 9.129, df
= 2, p = .010
Prior sexual assault over 14 years of age and use of psychotropic medications, Χ2 = 13.274, df
= 2, p = .001
Prior sexual assault under 14 years of age and use of psychotropic medications, Χ2 = 5.974,
df = 2, p = .050
Prior sexual assault over 14 years of age and self-disclosure of mental illness OR use of
psychotropic medications, Χ2 = 18.756, df = 2, p = .000
Prior sexual assault under 14 years of age and self-disclosure of mental illness OR use of
psychotropic medications, Χ2 = 6.720, df = 2, p = .035
Prior sexual assault over 14 years of age and report of medical problems or conditions, Χ2 =
11.224, df = 2, p = .004
Prior sexual assault under 14 years of age and report of medical problems or conditions, Χ2 =
7.541, df = 2, p = .023
Use of psychotropic medications and report of medical problems or conditions, Χ2 = 271.421,
df = 4, p = .000
Discussion. It was found in this study that 44.6% of patients seen for a forensic examination
following sexual assault either self-disclosed preexisting mental illness or the use of
psychotropic medications. This high percentage of victims, which either self-disclosed mental
illness or reported use of psychotropic medications, indicates a heightened degree of sexual
violence vulnerability for those with mental illness. Prior history of sexual assault at over the
age of 14 years or under the age of 14 years is associated with victims’ self-disclosure of mental
illness, use of psychotropic medications, and report of medical problems or conditions. These
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findings support prior research indicating that sexual assault trauma negatively affects victims’
psychological and physical health.
5. Examining the effects of sexual assault on memory and consciousness: Results from
a retrospective study (2014 – 2015)
While coding variables in the pilot study (Study#3) related to sexual assault victims’ memory
and/or state of consciousness or awareness during the assault, this mixed method study was
developed to explore the effects of sexual assault on memory and consciousness. Over half of
the subjects in the pilot study reported a loss of consciousness or awareness during the sexual
assault. The variables of loss of consciousness or awareness and/or memory loss of the sexual
assault were explored as impacting SAK submission rates. These variables have not been
explored in any other published studies as factors associated with SAK submissions.
Background. As part of the demographic information collected on victims in the pilot
study, several variables were included related to mental illness, use of psychotropic medications,
and past history of sexual assault. This portion of the study was completed with Dr. Leslie Miles
and Dr. Linda Mabey, both Psychiatric Mental Health Doctors of Nursing Practice and faculty
members at Brigham Young University College of Nursing.
Methods. Information was gathered from the Sexual Assault Examination Form
regarding whether victims self-disclosed mental illness when asked if they had any medical
problems or conditions. The form does not contain any questions specifically asking about
mental illness, but some self-disclosed mental illness when asked about any medical problems or
conditions. Patients were also asked if they take any medications. The medications as reported
by the patient were written down by the SANE. Following entry of medical conditions and
medications in SPSS, Drs. Miles and Mabey categorized the medications as a psychotropic
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medication or not after reviewing the patient’s medical conditions. Dr. Miles and Mabey
categorized the types of psychotropic medications. As some victims did not disclose mental
illness, but reported use of psychotropic medications, an additional variable was created to
capture both self-disclosure of mental illness or use of psychotropic medications.
A sticker with a question regarding prior history of sexual assault at over fourteen years
of age and under fourteen years of age was added to information collected from patients seen by
the SANE organization in late 2010. As this information began to be collected in late 2010 and
as this sticker is an additional item that is sometimes not completed by SANEs, data on prior
history of sexual assault was not collected on all cases, but collected on approximately 64% of
the cases, 624 total cases. This data was not be collected in the dissertation study as it is unique
to the community SANE team in Salt Lake County, Utah.
Descriptive findings on self-disclosure of mental illness or use of psychotropic
medications with comparable data on prevalence of mental illness within the community are
displayed in Table 2.
Table 2
Prevalence of Mental Illness or Psychotropic Medication Use in Study, Utah and USA
Study
SAMHSA, SAMHSA, SAMHSA
NIMH, NSDUH,
N = 988
USA
Utah,
USA
USA
USA
(2009)
(2009)
(2012)
(2005)
(2010)
Self-disclosure
mental illness or
use of
psychotropic
medications

44.6%

19.67%

24.09%

12 month
prevalence

18.12%

Received
treatment

26.2%

13.7%
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Descriptive findings on categories of psychotropic medications and prevalence of use
with comparisons from national studies are displayed in Table 3.
Table 3
Psychotropic Medication Use for Adults in Study with National (USA) Comparisons
STUDY Medco, CDC,
NIMH,
NHNES, SAMSHA,
N=988 (2010) (2010)
(2005)
(2010)
(2012)
Psychotropic
Medication Use

40.1%

25%
Female
15%
Male

Stimulants/ADD or
ADHD medication

6.1%

4.1%

Atypical
antipsychotics

10.7%

1.1%

Typical antipsychotics

1.0%

1.1%*

Antianxiety

15.1%

5.7%

18.1%

Antidepressant

26.3%

11.9%

6.7%

Bipolar medication

11.4%

4.6%

2.6%

Addiction aid

2.1%

Sleep Aid

8.3%

5.7%

8%
(10%
Female)

6.9%
(8.4%
Female)

4.1%
5%
Female

Chi-square tests of association were conducted on the following variables, all with
statistical significance:
Prior sexual assault over 14 years of age and self-disclosure of mental illness, Χ2 = 10.372, df
= 2, p = .006
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Prior sexual assault under 14 years of age and self-disclosure of mental illness, Χ2 = 9.129, df
= 2, p = .010
Prior sexual assault over 14 years of age and use of psychotropic medications, Χ2 = 13.274, df
= 2, p = .001
Prior sexual assault under 14 years of age and use of psychotropic medications, Χ2 = 5.974,
df = 2, p = .050
Prior sexual assault over 14 years of age and self-disclosure of mental illness OR use of
psychotropic medications, Χ2 = 18.756, df = 2, p = .000
Prior sexual assault under 14 years of age and self-disclosure of mental illness OR use of
psychotropic medications, Χ2 = 6.720, df = 2, p = .035
Prior sexual assault over 14 years of age and report of medical problems or conditions, Χ2 =
11.224, df = 2, p = .004
Prior sexual assault under 14 years of age and report of medical problems or conditions, Χ2 =
7.541, df = 2, p = .023
Use of psychotropic medications and report of medical problems or conditions, Χ2 = 271.421,
df = 4, p = .000
Discussion. It was found in this study that 44.6% of patients seen for a forensic examination
following sexual assault either self-disclosed preexisting mental illness or the use of
psychotropic medications. This high percentage of victims, which either self-disclosed mental
illness or reported use of psychotropic medications, indicates a heightened degree of sexual
violence vulnerability for those with mental illness. Prior history of sexual assault at over the
age of 14 years or under the age of 14 years is associated with victims’ self-disclosure of mental
illness, use of psychotropic medications, and report of medical problems or conditions. These
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findings support prior research indicating that sexual assault trauma negatively affects victims’
psychological and physical health.
Examining the Effects of Sexual Assault on Memory and Consciousness: Results from a
Retrospective Study
Background. When coding was begun on the pilot study data, it was found that a
variable of interest regarding victims’ reports of loss of consciousness or awareness was not fully
captured by the quantitative coding of “yes” or “no” as SANEs wrote statements made by the
victims following a “yes” answer. A consultation was conducted over the phone with Dr.
Rebecca Campbell in January 2014 regarding how to more fully capture this variable of interest.
A plan was developed to transcribe statements written by the SANEs regarding victims’ loss or
changes in memory, consciousness or awareness and then analyze these statements to develop
categories. These categories were then placed in the SPSS database.
Study aims and research questions. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of
sexual assault on memory and consciousness through a retrospective chart review. The research
question were as follows:
Research Question 1. What are the effects of sexual assault on peri-traumatic memory,
awareness and consciousness as analyzed through a retrospective chart review of approximately
722 rape victims in a Mountain West urban community?
Research Question 2. Is there an association between peri-traumatic loss of consciousness,
awareness or memory during a sexual assault and any of the following variables: patient use of
alcohol or drugs prior to assault; patient reports strangulation; patient reports suspected drugfacilitated sexual assault; patient reports prior history of sexual assault; and patient self-discloses
mental illness and/or use of psychotropic medications?
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Research Question 3. To what extent were key assault history variables (patient use of
alcohol or drugs prior to assault, patient reports strangulation, patient reports suspected drugfacilitated sexual assault, prior history of sexual assault, and patient self-discloses mental illness
or use of psychotropic medications) associated with patients’ reports of peri-traumatic loss of
consciousness, awareness or memory during sexual assault?
Methods. The methodology of the first phase of the study was a retrospective chart review.
Variables from a convenience sample of 722 charts of patients seen for a forensic medical
examination following sexual assault in 2010 and 2011 were coded in SPSS. Victims’ positive
or negative response to the question “did you have a loss of consciousness or awareness?”
(Sexual Assault Examination Form, page 2, Appendix) was the outcome variable. Predictor
variables included factors that may contribute to a loss of consciousness or awareness: report of
strangulation; suspected drug-facilitated assault; use of drugs prior to assault; use of alcohol prior
to assault; self-disclosure of mental illness, use of psychotropic medications; prior sexual assault
history; and number of “unknown” responses to questions related to recall of assault (“Nature of
Sexual Assault”, Sexual Assault Examination Form, page 2). In the second phase of the study,
an explanatory sequential mixed methods approach was employed. The statements written by
SANEs regarding victims’ loss or change in consciousness, awareness, or memory were listed on
a word document with the corresponding study ID number. This document was imported in
Nvivo 10. Four coders, Julie Valentine, Julie Melini, Linda Mabey, and Leslie Miles, all with
knowledge regarding the neurobiology of sexual assault trauma, discussed each statement as a
group. The following categories emerged from these statements: complete loss of consciousness
or awareness; memory loss; changes in feelings of consciousness or awareness; tonic immobility;
and detachment from self, environment or situation. The statements were placed in their
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respective categories. The categories were then listed as additional variables in SPSS and coded
appropriately. Descriptive analysis of frequencies of responses was completed. Chi-square tests
of association were completed to explore the association between the outcome variable of loss of
consciousness or awareness and the predictor variables. Logistic regression was conducted on
the predictor variables with statistical significance from the Chi-square tests of association. The
logistic regression model was especially important to explore if the predictor variables explain
all of the occurrence of changes in or loss of consciousness, awareness or memory, or if there
might be other factors such as the neurobiological effects of sexual assault trauma that influence
changes in or loss of consciousness, awareness or memory.
Descriptive findings for the variables of interest are as follows:
Victim reports loss of consciousness or awareness: Yes 52.8%; No 46.5%; Unknown .7%
Victim made statements regarding full loss of consciousness: Yes 32.4%; No 67.2%;
Unknown .4%
Victim made statements regarding memory loss: Yes 32.9%; No 66.6%; Unknown .5%
Victim made statements regarding changes in feelings of consciousness or awareness: Yes
15.5%; No 84.3%; Unknown .2%
Victim made statements reflective of tonic immobility: Yes 3.7%; No 96%; Unknown .2%
Victim made statements reflective of dissociation: Yes 2.6%; No 97.4%
Victim reported one or more unknown answer to description of assault: Yes 52.7%; No
46.4%; Unknown .9%
Victim reported unknown to a block of questions or four or more unknown answers to
description of assault: Yes 37.6%; No 61.5%; unknown .9%
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Victim reported unknown to all questions related to description of assault: Yes 17.7%; No
81.4%; Unknown .9%
Victim reported being asleep and awakened to being sexually assaulted: Yes 16.8%; No
82.3%; Unknown .9% (This variable was added into the database after reading multiple charts in
which victims reported some degree of loss of consciousness, awareness, or memory as they
were asleep and awoke to being raped.)
Victim reported strangulation: Yes 11.6%; No 66.1%; Unknown 22.3%
Victim suspected drug-facilitated assault: Yes 18.1%; No 79.2%, Unknown 2.6%
Victim reported use of drugs prior to assault: Yes 15.1%; No 84.7%; Unknown .2%
Victim reported use of alcohol prior to assault: Yes 50%; No 49.9%; Unknown .1%
Victim self-disclosed mental illness: Yes 34.9%; No 65%; Unknown .1%
Victim disclosed use of psychotropic medications: Yes 40.1%; No 59.3%; Unknown .6%
Victim disclosed mental illness OR use of psychotropic medications: Yes 44.6%; No 55.3%;
Unknown .1%
Prior history of sexual assault over the age of 14 years: Yes 24.9%; No 39.3%; Unknown
35.9% (If percentage is calculated out of the 624 cases in which this information was completed,
then 38.8% of victims reported prior history of sexual assault over the age of 14 years.)
Prior history of sexual assault under the age of 14 years: Yes 20.8%; No 40.4%; Unknown
38.8% (If percentage is calculated out of the 595 cases in which this information was completed,
then 33.9% of victims reported prior history of sexual assault under the age of 14 years.)
In the above variables, if “unknown” was listed in only a few cases, less than 1% of the cases,
then this data was coded as system missing prior to completing Chi-square tests of association.
Chi-square tests of association with significant (p < .05) findings:
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Victim reported loss of consciousness or awareness and sexual assault under the age of 14
years: Χ2 = 7.100, df = 2, p = .029
Victim reported loss of consciousness or awareness and use of drugs prior to assault: Χ2 =
9.645, df = 1, p = .002
Victim reported loss of consciousness or awareness and use of alcohol prior to assault: Χ2 =
126.011, df = 1, p = .000
Victim reported loss of consciousness or awareness and suspected drug-facilitated assault: Χ2
= 178.246, df = 2, p = .000
Victim reported loss of consciousness or awareness and strangulation: Χ2 = 208.610, df = 2, p
= .000
Logistic regression findings. Direct logistic regression was performed to assess the impact
of the five independent, predictor variables (sexual assault under the age of 14 years, use of
drugs, use of alcohol, suspected drug-facilitated assault, and strangulation), which all had a
statistically significant association with the outcome variable of victim reported loss of
consciousness or awareness, on the likelihood that victims would report peri-traumatic loss of
consciousness or awareness. The full model containing all predictors was statistically
significant, Χ2 (5, N = 470) = 121.149, p < .001, indicating that the model was able to discern
between victims that did or did not report loss of consciousness or awareness. The model
explained between 22.7 (Cox and Snell R square) and 30.8 (Nagelkerke R squared) of the
variance in peri-traumatic loss of consciousness or awareness and classified 71.5% of the cases.
As shown in the logistic regression results displayed in Table 4, only two variables made a
unique statistically significant contribution to the model: use of alcohol and suspected drugfacilitated assault, although report of strangulation was nearing statistical significance. The
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strongest predictor if victim reported loss of consciousness or awareness was suspected drugfacilitated assault, which is understandable as the victims likely suspected drug-facilitated assault
due to a loss of consciousness or awareness. The model found that if victims drank alcohol prior
to assault, then they were more than four times more likely to experience a loss of consciousness
or awareness. Interestingly, the model indicates that victims are less likely to experience peritraumatic loss of consciousness or awareness if they have a prior history of sexual assault under
the age of 14 years although it is not a statistically significant variable in the model. The logistic
regression model classified 71.5% of the cases in which victims reported a loss in consciousness
or awareness, but failed to classify 28.5% of the cases. The 28.5% value is of great interest as
this indicates that there are other factors outside of the variables measured in this study that
impact victim’s peri-traumatic loss of consciousness or awareness during a sexual assault. The
additional factors are likely due to the physiologic stress response that can occur during sexual
assault resulting in poor memory encoding and feeling a loss or awareness or consciousness.
The physiologic stress response may also be present in the 71.5% of cases predicted by the
model, but unfortunately this stress response is unable to be measured in this retrospective study
design.
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Table 4
Logistic Regression Predicting Likelihood of Reporting Loss of Consciousness or Awareness
95% C.I. for
Odds Ratio
B
S.E.
Wald
df
p
Odds
Lower
Upper
Ratio
Sexual assault
-.200
.233
.737
1
.391
.82
.518
1.293
under the age
of 14 years
Use of drugs
prior to assault

.066

.342

.038

1

.846

1.07

.547

2.089

Use of alcohol
prior to assault

1.467

.221

44.015

1

< .001

4.338

2.812

6.693

Suspected
drug-facilitated
assault

2.941

.472

38.863

1

< .001

18.936

7.511

47.740

Strangulation

.515

.299

2.966

1

.085

1.673

.931

3.004

-1.465

.196

56.082

1

.000

.231

Constant

Discussion. The variables gleaned from this explanatory sequential mixed method study
by reading SANEs’ statements regarding victims’ response and input into SPSS (loss of
consciousness or awareness; memory loss; change in feelings of consciousness or awareness;
tonic immobility; and detachment from self, environment and situation) remained in the database
for the dissertation study. A limitation to this data is that SANEs did not specifically ask about
memory loss, tonic immobility, or detachment; therefore, the numbers from this study are
assumed to be lower than if patients were specifically asked about these effects of trauma. The
variables of victims reporting loss of consciousness or awareness, and/or memory loss were
explored as predictor variables on SAK submission in the dissertation study.
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Proposed Dissertation Study Methodology
Research Aim
The aim of this retrospective study was to explore SAK submission rates to the state
crime laboratory for analysis on SAKs collected from 2010 to 2013 at four sites in Utah, and the
association of sexual assault (SA) victim characteristics, extralegal characteristics, and rape
crime factors, legal characteristics, on SAK submissions. This study expanded on prior research
findings exploring SAK submission rates with a larger dataset. Additionally, variables not
previously explored in other studies were considered as possibly impacting SAK submission
rates. When data was obtained from the state crime laboratory on SAK submission, it was found
that the dates of submission varied from those SAKs submitted within a month of the assault,
submitted 1-12 months after the assault, and submitted over a year after the assault due to
community and media pressure to submit all SAKs in storage. The variable of time of SAK
submission from data of assault was then also explored within the study.
Research Questions
What percent of collected SAKs at the study sites in Utah are submitted by law enforcement
to the state crime laboratory for analysis?
Does the percent of sexual assault kits submitted by law enforcement for analyses vary from
site-to-site?
What sexual assault victim characteristics (extralegal characteristics) and/or rape crime
factors (legal characteristics) are associated with the submission of sexual assault kits to the state
crime laboratory for analysis from the four Utah sites?
What legal and extralegal characteristics predict the time of SAK submission for those SAKs
submitted by LE to the state crime laboratory for analysis?
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Research Design
The dissertation study utilized a retrospective chart review design. The forensic nursing
data was obtained directly from hard copy charts of patients seen for a forensic examination and
evidence collection following sexual assault (SA) from the State of Utah Sexual Assault
Examination Forms, and then coded into SPSS. The crime laboratory data on submitted sexual
assault kits (SAKs) and dates of submission were obtained from Utah Bureau of Forensic
Services (UBFS) on an Excel spread sheet completed by forensic scientists. The data on the
Excel spread sheet was coded into SPSS. For the purpose of this dissertation study, the only
findings needed from UBFS were whether SAKs were submitted by law enforcement to the state
crime laboratory and the date of submission.
Setting
The setting was in Utah, a Mountain West state in the United States. The pilot study data
was obtained from 988 SA cases in Salt Lake City from January 1, 2010 through December 31,
2012. Salt Lake City is the largest metropolitan region in Utah. There are twenty-two additional
sites in Utah in which victims may receive a forensic examination following SA. For the purpose
of this study, charts of SA cases were included from the following additional sites in Utah:
Washington County, Iron County and Northern Utah (Box Elder, Weber, Davis and Morgan
Counties). Including cases from these additional counties will provide an opportunity to gain a
better overview of SAK submissions throughout Utah. The dissertation study also expanded the
pilot study to include cases from 2013 in Salt Lake County.
Population
Based on pilot study data, the majority of the SA victims represented in the study were
white/Caucasian females. The age range was from 14 years through elderly age (80 years and
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older). In Utah, any SA victim age thirteen years or younger is seen in a pediatric setting for an
examination. Pediatric cases were not included in the study although patients between the ages
of 14 to 17 years will be included, as they are seen by SANEs as adolescent patients.
The study population included SA victims who consented to a full forensic examination
with evidence collection. In the pilot study, 15.5 percent of SA victims declined all or part of the
forensic examination and evidence collection, yet requested medication to prevent pregnancy and
sexually transmitted infections. When SA victims decline the examination and evidence
collection, they are informed by SANEs that evidence can be collected up to five days after
assault if they change their mind. These patients receive resources from the SANEs and Rape
Recovery Center advocates for future physical and mental health needs.
Sample/Sampling Procedures
A purposive sample was used in the study. All charts of patients seen for a forensic
examination following SA were reviewed at the four sites, but data was only be collected on
charts in which SA victims meet the criteria of completing a full forensic examination with
evidence collection. The hard copies of the charts were accessed at the office locations
throughout the Utah sites of the SANE or medical team that completed the forensic examination.
Permission to obtain data from the charts will be established through a signed Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with the directors of the SANE programs of Salt Lake SANE (Salt Lake
County), Northern Utah Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners (Box Elder, Weber, Davis and Morgan
Counties); Cedar SANE (Iron County), and Southwest SANE (Washington County).
Variables
Two hundred twenty-three variables on each case were included in the pilot study. One
hundred seventy-one variables were collected from the sexual assault examination forms, and
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fifty-three variables were collected from the crime laboratory data. For this dissertation study,
the only variables required from UBFS, the state crime laboratory, were SAKs submission and
dates of submission. The variables for the dissertation study include the following:
Variables collected from the State of Utah Sexual Assault Examination Forms:
Demographic data on patient (age, gender, race)
Time between assault and examination
Current medical problems
Current medication
If patient reported use of psychotropic medication
If psychotropic medication reported, classification of medication (Stimulants for
ADD/ADHD; Atypical Antipsychotics; Typical Antipsychotics; Anti-anxiety; Anti-depressants;
Bipolar/Anti-seizure; Addiction; Sleep Aid; and Other Psychotropic Medications.)
If patient self-disclosed mental illness and type of mental illness if disclosed
If patient self-disclosed mental illness OR use of psychotropic medications
If patient reported a consensual sexual act within 72 to 120 hours (In 2012 the State of Utah
Sexual Assault Examination Forms changed from asking if there was consensual sexual contact
within 72 hours of assault to within 120 hours of assault.)
If patient has a physical or mental impairment and description of impairment if occurred
If patient used drugs prior to assault
If patient used alcohol prior to assault
If patient or suspect used alcohol or drugs prior to assault
If patient bathed or showered prior to exam
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If patient reported a loss of consciousness or awareness when asked by nurse “Did you lose
consciousness or awareness?” (State of Utah Sexual Assault Examination Form, page 2)
If patient reported memory loss in the statement of loss of consciousness or awareness (Page
2) or in the Brief History of Assault section (Page 1)
Related to memory loss, under section “Nature of Sexual Assault” (p. 2): if all responses
listed as unknown, 4 or more responses listed as unknown, or 1 or more responses listed as
unknown. (The section “Nature of Sexual Assault” contains questions regarding what happened
during the sexual assault specifically asking about what part(s) of the patient’s body were
touched by body parts of the assailant. This section serves to guide the DNA evidence
collection, but also is a reflection of how much the patient remembers about the assault. If all of
the responses are “unknown”, this indicates that the patient does not have any memory of the
sexual assault. If there are four or more unknown responses, then this indicates that the patient
does not remember a portion of the sexual assault. If there are one or more unknown responses,
then this implies that the patient is unable to recall at least some portion to all of the assault.)
Relationship between patient and suspect (Stranger, acquaintance, spouse/partner, other,
unknown, ex-boyfriend) When coding the initial one hundred charts in the pilot study, it was
discovered that “ex-boyfriend” was frequently listed in the line next to “other”. Due to the high
frequency of this text entry under “other”, ex-boyfriend was then coded as a separate variable.
“Stranger” is defined as a suspect in which the victim had no to minimal prior contact, no
interaction prior to assault, and did not know the perpetrator’s name. “Other” relationship
includes boss, supervisor, teacher, bus driver, and family member other than spouse/partner. The
majority of family assaults are seen in the pediatric setting and therefore not included in this
study population.
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Race of suspect (White, Black, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, American Indian, Unknown,
Other)
Suspects’ actions (Use of a weapon, grabbed/held patient, physical blows, strangled,
restraints used, burned patient, or other action written in text)
If multiple suspects and number of suspects if multiple involved
If patient suspected drug-facilitated assault
Number of assaultive acts, calculated from the section noted above that lists areas of body
penetration or assaultive acts (fondling to 4 assaultive acts)
If ejaculation occurred or not
If patient has visible physical injuries and number of visible physical injuries
Location of physical injuries (head, neck, breasts, chest/back, abdomen, extremities)
Type of physical injuries (laceration, ecchymosis, abrasion, redness, swelling, bruise,
petechiae, incision, avulsion, discolored mark, puncture wound, fracture, bite mark, burn,
missing/broken teeth, and conjunctival hemorrhage)
If patient has visible genital injuries and number of visible genital injuries
Location of genital injuries: Female (inner thigh, clitoris/clitoral hood, labia majora, labia
minora, periurethral tissue/urethra, perihymenal tissue, hymen, vagina, cervix, fossa navicularis,
posterior fourchette, perineum, and anal/rectal tissue) and Male (inner thigh, glans penis, penile
shaft, urethral meatus, scrotum, testes, perianal tissue, anus and rectum)
Types of genital injuries (laceration, ecchymosis, abrasion, redness, swelling, bruise,
petechiae, incision, avulsion, discolored mark, and puncture wound)
Variables collected from the UBFS, state crime laboratory data included SAKs submitted by
law enforcement to crime laboratory and date of SAK submissions.
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Procedures for Data Collection
A purposive sample of all charts of patients completing a full forensic medical
examination and evidence collection following sexual assault with the State of Utah sexual
assault examination form was utilized for the study at the aforementioned sites. Julie Valentine,
Principal Investigator; Julie Melini, Research Assistant; Linda Mabey, research colleague; and
Leslie Miles, research colleague, were the coders to extract the data from the charts. Julie
Melini, BSN, MS, FNP-C, SANE-A, SANE-P, is a Family Nurse Practitioner and an
experienced SANE with fifteen years of forensic nursing experience. The coders entered the
data from the charts directly into SPSS while sitting in the same room together to have a
codebook of the SPSS variables. Any questions that arose during coding were documented and
the resolutions to the questions were noted to insure continuity during coding. All data was deidentified as each case was assigned a unique Study ID number. The Study ID number will be
connected to the number assigned to the case from the sexual assault nurse examiner team, the
location of the team, and the year of examination. For instance, data on a case from Northern
Utah will all be assigned a “N” for “Northern Utah”, then a “1” for cases from 2010, a “2” for
cases from 2011, a “3” for cases from 2012, and a “4” for cases from 2013, then the case number
from the sexual assault nurse examiner team. This allowed for information to be de-identified,
yet information could be tracked if the chart needed to be accessed again. This system of coding
Study ID numbers will be recorded in a document on a password protected computer. The study
dataset will not contain any patient identifiers of names, date of assault, law enforcement agency
and law enforcement agency case number.
A separate list, not part of the study data, was compiled of patients’ names and their
respective date of assault, law enforcement agency, and law enforcement case number and given
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to Utah Bureau of Forensic Services (UBFS) to track SAKs submitted by law enforcement to
crime laboratory. This list was on a password protected Excel spreadsheet solely for the use of
UBFS in tracking submitted SAKs. This data will not be contained in any of the study data. The
list will be placed on a flash drive and hand delivered to Suzanne Miles, Senior Forensic
Scientist at UBFS, so no online communication will occur with this information. The
information on the flash drive will be destroyed after the data from UBFS was entered into the
SPSS database and dissertation defense completed. If information is needed to be tracked
following the data analysis, this can be completed through the ID number assigned by UBFS.
Data Analysis
Data cleaning. Data was reviewed prior to analysis for any missing data or inaccurate
entries. Descriptive statistics of frequencies for the categorical data and means, ranges and
standard deviations for interval level data was obtained to explore the data prior to conducting
inferential statistics. Histograms and box plots were used to explore for unexpected values or
outliers. If missing or inaccurate entries are found, then this information was reviewed against
the original sources and the correct information coded. If data from the retrospective chart
review was found to be missing due to the inability of the patient to provide an answer, then this
case will not be included in the analysis. This situation is a rare event, but occurred if the
examination was completed on an unconscious patient or a patient who declined to answer some
questions during the examination. Following correction of any inaccurate data entries, new
descriptive statistics will be run. Histograms, skewness and kurtosis will be calculated to
evaluate normality of interval-level data.
Assumptions. The use of a purposive sample limits the generalizability of the study
findings (Vassar & Holzmann, 2013). The assumption of accurate data entry will be analyzed by
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examining interrater reliability. Ten percent of the charts were recoded to evaluate interrater
reliability. Cohen’s kappa was calculated and reported as this is the appropriate statistic to assess
interrater reliability for nominal data (Hallgren, 2012). Cohen’s kappa of .80 or above was
desired in the study as this indicated substantial agreement between coders (Hallgren, 2012).
The Cohen’s kappa value was reported in the findings.
Generalized estimating equation (GEE) was used to evaluate the association between the
variables across all sites and SAK submissions. GEE was the necessary statistical method as it
accounted for the correlation of findings within the individual sites. Logistic regression using
GEE was completed to create a predictive model of the legal and extralegal characteristics on
SAK submission. The assumption for GEE was that there was correlation of variable findings
within sites.
Assumptions will be analyzed for the inferential statistics of Chi-square analysis and
logistic regression for the research question on SAK submission and length of time of
submission from date of assault. All variables in the study are categorical level data, except for
age of victim, time between assault and examination, number of physical injuries and number of
genital injuries. The majority of the predictor variables used in the Chi-square analysis and
logistic regression were categorical, nominal level data. To assure the integrity for the Chisquare analysis, each subject fit in only one cell of the 2 x 2 contingency table. Additionally, an
expected frequency of five or more must exist in each cell for Chi-square analysis or Fisher’s
Exact test can be calculated. The outcome variables for the logistic regression analysis will be
the dichotomous, categorical variables of if SAK submitted to crime laboratory or not. The
occurrence of multicollinearity in the predictor variables will be evaluated by noting any
occurrence of large standard errors of the beta coefficient (Polit, 2010). If multicollinearity
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occurs, then one of the variables causing multicollinearity will be excluded from the model as
logistic regression is extremely sensitive to high correlation in the independent variables
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). The study exceeds the number of ten cases per variable that is
needed for logistic regression.
Research questions and analysis plans. The research questions were as follows:
What percent of collected SAKs at the study sites in Utah were submitted by law
enforcement to the state crime laboratory for analysis? Does the percent of sexual assault kits
submitted by law enforcement for analyses vary from site-to-site? The percentages of submitted
SAKs for each site was calculated based upon number of SAKs collected from January 1, 2010
to December 31, 2013, and the number of SAKs submitted by law enforcement to UBFS within a
year of collection. An overall percentage from all sites was calculated.
What sexual assault victim characteristics (extralegal characteristics) and/or rape crime
factors (legal characteristics) were associated with the submission of sexual assault kits to the
state crime laboratory for analysis from the four Utah sites? The primary research question on
the legal and extralegal characteristics associated with SAK submissions at each of the six Utah
sites required expert statistical guidance in developing a GEE logistic regression model.
Although the four Utah sites shared the commonality of having experienced SANEs collect the
evidence and complete the examination documentation, they varied in case numbers and other
community factors not measured in the study, such as the investigative protocols in adult sexual
assault cases within each jurisdiction. These limitations required statistical adjustment. An
experienced statistician onsite through the University of Utah Medical School was a consultant
to the research study to help design, implement and interpret the statistical analysis. Based upon
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the literature review and findings from the pilot study, the following predictor variables on SAK
submissions will be explored:
Extralegal characteristics include the following: age, race, use of psychotropic
medications, self-disclosure of mental illness, physical or mental impairment(s), consensual
sexual partner within 72 or 120 hours before assault, bathed or showered following assault, use
of alcohol, use of drugs, loss of consciousness or awareness, memory loss, relationship between
victim and suspect (stranger/non-stranger), and race of suspect (white/non-white)
Legal characteristics include the following: use of a weapon, strangulation, multiple
suspect rape, suspected drug-facilitated rape, physical injuries, number of physical injuries,
anogenital injuries, number of anogenital injuries, and number of assaultive acts.
What legal and extralegal characteristics predict the time of SAK submission for those
SAKs submitted by LE to the state crime laboratory for analysis? Bivariate analysis was
completed to explore the association of the variables on time of submission. Those variables
shown to be statistically significantly in association with time of SAK submission (p < .05) were
placed in a multinomial logistic regression model to determine which variables predicted the
time of SAK submissions.
Study Limitations
Study limitations stem from the methodological approach of a retrospective chart review
as the data collected in the study from the State of Utah sexual assault examination form was
contingent upon information entered by the SANE or medical examiner completing the form. If
questions are skipped or entered incorrectly, this would affect the reliability of the data. Due to
the nature of a retrospective chart review, information was not collected directly from the source,
the victims seen for the forensic examination, so it was not possible to verify information. A
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study limitation is that although a large amount of variables were part of the study exploring
SAK submissions; there will be outside variables, such as community climate towards
investigating and prosecuting sexual assault crimes and resources available to law enforcement,
that will not be measured in this study.
Other limitations to the study include information collected from victims on statements
related to loss of consciousness, loss of memory, decreased feelings of consciousness or
awareness, symptoms of dissociation, and symptoms of tonic immobility. The coders read the
“Brief History of Sexual Assault” (page 1 on the Sexual Assault Examination Form) and the
recorded response to the question “Did you have a loss of consciousness or awareness?” (page 2
on the Sexual Assault Examination Form) screening for any statements written by the SANE or
medical examiner that indicate loss of consciousness, loss of memory, decreased feelings of
consciousness or awareness, symptoms of dissociation, and symptoms of tonic immobility. The
SANEs or medical examiner do not ask specifically about memory loss, decreased feelings of
consciousness or awareness, symptoms of dissociation, and symptoms of tonic immobility. Due
to this, it is likely that additional victims experienced memory loss, decreased feelings of
consciousness or awareness, symptoms of dissociation, and symptoms of tonic immobility, but
this was not captured in the chart data.
Study limitations also included the data collected related to victims’ self-disclosure of
mental illness and/or use of psychotropic medications. It is likely that some victims with mental
illness or take psychotropic medications did not share this information with the SANE or
forensic medical examiner during the forensic examination.
Another study limitation is related to the documentation of physical and genital injuries.
The charts are completed by different SANEs and medical examiners. They may have a
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different approach to documentation of injuries. In the pilot study, the SANEs were from the
same forensic team and have a unified approach when documenting injuries. They ask victims if
the injury was noted before the assault. If the injury was before the assault, then they note this
on the chart. Prior injuries as identified by SANEs were not counted in the research data.
Additionally, many times victims state that they do not how an injury, such as a bruise, occurred.
Although it is documented as an injury in the study, it may not be attributable to the assault.
Potential Problems with Procedures and Strategies to Address
A procedural challenge in the pilot study was for crime laboratory to track the SAK’s
information based upon the date of assault, law enforcement agency, law enforcement case
number, gender and race of the victim. It is much easier for the crime laboratory to track the
information with the victim’s name. This resulted in the procedural change of developing a
password protected Excel spread sheet listing the victims’ names, date of assault, law
enforcement agency and law enforcement case number to provide to crime laboratory to easily
locate the information on if SAKs were submitted and analysis findings from the submitted
SAKs.
A procedural problem that could occur is if a chart with data already entered into SPSS
needs to be accessed again to verify information. The coders live hundreds of miles from some
of the selected Utah sites in which charts will be accessed. To address this problem, at each site
a SANE will be identified whom was willing to look at data from any charts if needed, and
report the information over the telephone to the primary investigator.
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Timeline
Timeline for the proposed dissertation study was as follows:
June - July 2015. Dissertation proposal approved by dissertation committee, and study
approved by the Institutional Review Board of Duquesne University. Institutional Review Board
approval has already been obtained through Brigham Young University.
July – September 2015. Data entry at selected sites in Utah following approval of
dissertation proposal, Institutional Review Board of Duquesne University and Institutional
Review Board of Intermountain Healthcare.
September – October 2015. Data analysis and completion of written portion of dissertation.
November 2015. Approval of dissertation committee of the study and written portion of
dissertation.
December 2015. Successful dissertation oral defense and begin dissemination of findings.
Unexpected developments occurred which delayed the above timeline. The timeline goal was
modified to complete dissertation study and oral defense during Spring 2016 for graduation in
May 2016.
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Introduction
Throughout the United States a fairly standard protocol is followed when victims report a
recent sexual assault to health care providers or law enforcement (LE). Victims are given the
choice of having evidence collected to aid in identification of the assailants through
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) analysis if the assault occurred less than five days from the time of
reporting. In many areas, nurses with specialty education on caring for victims of sexual
violence, sexual assault nurse examiners (SANEs), collect the evidence and package it in
standardized sexual assault kits (SAKs) commonly referred to as “rape kits”. Following evidence
collection and documentation of the assaults by SANEs, the SAKs are entrusted to LE for
storage and transfer to crime laboratories. In most jurisdictions, the decision on whether to
submit or not submit the SAKs to crime laboratories for analysis rests with LE. Over the past
few years, numerous reports have been published in the United States regarding large amounts of
unsubmitted SAKs found in LE custody indicating that many SAKs were not submitted to crime
laboratories for analysis (Telsavaara & Arrigo, 2006; Strom & Hickman, 2010; Human Rights
Watch, 2010; Sacco & James, 2015). This study focused on SAK submissions in Utah, a
Western state in the United States, in locations with established SANE programs. As in most
areas of the United States, the submission of SAKs to the Utah state crime laboratory for analysis
has been up to the discretion of LE. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the submission
rates of SAKs from multiple sites in Utah with SANE programs, explore legal and extralegal
predicting variables associated with SAK submissions, and examine the length of time between
assault dates and SAK submission dates.
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Submission Rates of Sexual Assault Kits (SAKs)
Although the discovery of large amounts of unsubmitted SAKs throughout the United
States has generated media attention resulting in public outrage and congressional attention to
the problem, few studies have examined the actual submission rates of SAKs. The National
Institute of Justice reported that the number of unanalyzed SAKs throughout the country is
unknown, as most jurisdictions do not track submission rates of collected SAKs or the amount of
SAKs in evidence storage facilities (Ritter, 2011). The studies that have been completed indicate
that SAK submission rates are highly variable and based upon the jurisdiction in which the rape
occurred (Fallik & Wells, 2015). In one study examining the submission rates of SAKs collected
at a SANE program in a large Midwestern county, it was found that 58.6% of SAKs were
submitted to the crime laboratory for analysis (Patterson & Campbell, 2012). In another study
focused on the submission rates of SAKs collected at a SANE program from adolescent victims
in two Midwestern communities, 59.3% of the SAKs were submitted to the crime laboratory
(Shaw & Campbell, 2013).
Additional studies have been conducted on the submission of biologic evidence to crime
laboratories in sexual assault cases and analysis findings. In a study involving five jurisdictions
in the United States of 602 randomly selected rape cases with biologic forensic evidence
collected, it was found that only 42% of the cases had biologic evidence submitted (Johnson,
Peterson, Sommers, & Baskin, 2012; Peterson, Johnson, Herz, Graziano, & Oehler, 2012).
McEwen (2011) found that in Denver 89% of biologic evidence collected in rape cases was
submitted for forensic analysis, while 57% of samples from rape cases in San Diego were
submitted to crime laboratories. A study in Illinois discovered that only 19.2% of SAKs from
1995 to 2010 underwent DNA testing at the state crime laboratory (Human Rights Watch, 2010).
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In a survey of 2,250 LE agencies of varying sizes throughout the United States, it was reported
that 18% of unsolved sexual assault cases contained forensic evidence that had never been
submitted to crime laboratories (Strom & Hickman, 2010). Furthermore, Strom and Hickman
(2010) declared that when potentially probative evidence is not submitted to crime laboratories
for analysis, this represents “justice denied” for crime victims.
The lack of submission of SAKs by LE to crime laboratories not only represents a lack of
justice for rape victims, but also creates the potential of future sexual assaults by the offending
assailants (Sacco & James, 2015). In a study examining undetected rapists in our society, those
who had never been prosecuted for the crimes, it was found that the majority of undetected
rapists were serial rapists committing an average of over five rapes and other acts of
interpersonal violence (Lisak & Miller, 2002). A more recent study of male college graduates
confirmed this finding that the majority of undetected rapists commit multiple sexual assaults
(Zinzow &Thompson, 2015). Following the analysis of 1,595 previously unsubmitted SAKs in
Detroit, 127 serial sexual assaults were identified (Campbell et al., 2015a). Additionally, the
Detroit project found serial rapists identified from known suspects of one rape, linking the
known suspect rape cases to other cases. In Cleveland, analyzing 4,296 previously unsubmitted
SAKs has resulted in the indictment of 430 defendants and identification of 293 serial rapists
(End the Backlog, 2015). These findings highlight the need to submit SAKs for analysis as a
measure of public safety. When SAKs are submitted for analysis, a probative DNA profile may
be developed to upload into the Combined DNA Index System (CODIS), the national forensic
DNA database, leading to the identification of assailants. It is estimated that 50% to 60% of
SAKs contain biological evidence that is not the victim’s DNA (Ritter, 2010). Although testing
SAKs is clearly beneficial to our criminal justice system in the identification of perpetrators of
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sexual violence, many jurisdictions do not submit the majority of collected SAKs (Campbell,
Shaw, & Fehler-Cabral, 2015).
Predicting Variables of SAK Submissions
Very few studies have examined variables that predict or are associated with SAK
submission by LE to crime laboratories. Patterson and Campbell (2012) explored the impact of
the following variables on predicting submissions for 244 SAKs in which victims received care
and forensic evidence collection from sexual assault nurse examiners (SANEs): age of victims,
race of victims, consumption of drugs or alcohol by victims prior to rape, the relationship
between victims and offenders, victims reported being drugged or unconscious, victim actions
(such as bathing) following assault, documentation of anogenital and physical injuries, LE
officer caseload, and level of LE engagement with the SANE programs. Variables found to be
significant at predicting SAK submission included victims with documented physical injuries
and LE agencies with higher levels of engagement with the SANE programs. The only variable
found to significantly decrease SAK submissions was if victims had bathed or showered
following the rape. This indicated that additional training was needed with LE as probative
DNA profiles can still be obtained after victims bathe or shower with the more sensitive DNA
analysis methods at many crime laboratories.
In a study focused on SAKs from adolescent rape victims, Shaw and Campbell (2013)
examined SAK submission rates and predicting variables in 393 cases. They found that SAKs
from younger teen victims (13-15 year olds), non-white victims, and victims involved in rapes
with a higher amount of assaultive acts had an increased likelihood of being submitted to the
crime lab. The only variable found to decrease the likelihood of SAK submission was if the rape
involved more than one assailant, such as a “gang rape.” Shaw and Campbell (2013) postulated
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that the credibility of victims of gang rapes might be brought into question by LE, resulting in
not believing the victim. LE may also view rapes by multiple assailants as being challenging for
crime laboratories to analyze due to the possible presence of several DNA profiles. Another
notable study exploring submission of forensic biologic evidence found that evidence was less
likely to be submitted if the evidentiary value of the DNA analysis was unclear, if law
enforcement viewed funding as a barrier to analysis, if analysis was not requested by the
prosecutor’s office, or if the suspect was unknown or had not been charged (Strom & Hickman,
2010). It is interesting that each of these studies found different variables significantly associated
with LE submitting or not submitting SAKs. Clearly, additional studies are needed related to
investigating the predicting variables for SAK submissions.
While few studies have examined predicting variables specific to SAK submission rates,
multiple studies have explored the effect of legal and extralegal factors in the progression of
sexual assault cases through the criminal justice system. Legal factors are characteristics of the
crime as defined in the state code, such as the severity or lethality of the assault, and the quality
or strength of collected evidence (Campbell, Menaker, & King, 2015; O’Neal, Tellis, & Spohn,
2015). Extralegal factors are “legally irrelevant characteristics” (O’Neal, Tellis, & Spohn, 2015,
p. 1240) including victim behavior prior to the assault, victim demographics, suspect
demographics, and other factors affecting victims’ credibility. Many studies have found that
sexual assault case progression is largely determined by extralegal factors, especially those
elements that relate to victim credibility (Campbell, Patterson, Bybee, & Dworkin, 2009; Tasca,
Rodriguez, Spohn, & Koss, 2013; Campbell, Menaker, & King, 2015; O’Neal, Tellis, & Spohn,
2015). This study explored predicting a specific aspect of case progression in sexual assault
cases in Utah, submission of SAKs by LE to the state crime laboratory.
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Length of Time between Assaults and Submissions of SAKs
With the current media and governmental attention on submitting previously unsubmitted
SAKs in LE custody to crime laboratories for analysis, the time variable of SAK submission
from date of assault to date of submission to crime laboratories is of interest and has not been
studied. To clarify the time variable, clear definitions of “unsubmitted” SAKs and “backlogged”
SAKs are necessary. Unsubmitted SAKs are defined as SAKs in LE custody which have never
been submitted to crime laboratories for analysis regardless of the time from date of assault to
date of submission, while backlogged SAKs are those in crime laboratories for more than 30
days before analysis is completed (National Institute of Justice, 2015). Therefore, the definition
of “unsubmitted” SAKs is not contingent upon the length of time between dates of assault to
dates of submission, but is applied to any SAKs remaining in law enforcement storage.
In Utah, legislative actions and media attention in 2014 and 2015 strongly encouraged
LE agencies to submit remaining SAKs in storage to the state crime laboratory for analysis. In
spring of 2014 the State of Utah legislature mandated creation of a statewide, multidisciplinary
working group to examine the extent of unsubmitted SAKs in LE storage. It was found that
approximately 2,700 unsubmitted SAKs were housed in LE facilities throughout Utah (Goodell,
2014; Romero & Cabrero, 2014). Additional scrutiny on the issue of unsubmitted SAKs
developed when the Salt Lake City Council launched an investigation into the number of
unsubmitted SAKs within the largest police agency within Utah, Salt Lake City Police
Department (Winslow, 2014). With the establishment of the working group, expanding
governmental inquiry, and continued media coverage regarding unsubmitted SAKs, some LE
agencies sent batches of previously unsubmitted SAKs to the state crime laboratory in late 2014
and throughout 2015 (Leonard, 2014). The issue of time of SAK submissions then became an
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important variable to study in examining the predicting variables of SAK submissions relative to
length of time between assaults and submission dates.
Current Study
The first purpose of this retrospective, exploratory study was to evaluate the percentages
of SAKs submitted by law enforcement to the state crime laboratory at four sites in Utah in
which SAKs were collected by SANEs. The second purpose of this study was to explore the
variables, categorized as either legal or extralegal characteristics, on SAK submissions across
sites. The third purpose of this study was to explore the length of time between assaults and
submission dates of those SAKs submitted to the crime laboratory for analysis, and to examine
predicting variables associated with the length of time between assault dates and submission
dates.
Method
Setting
Utah consists of 29 counties with a combined population of an estimated 2,942,902
(United States Census Bureau, 2014). Utah is a frequent travel destination as it boasts 13
national parks and several world-class ski resorts. The United States Bureau of Justice Statistics
in 2008 reported that Utah had 136 law enforcement agencies (Reaves, 2011). Utah consistently
has a lower violent crime index (224.0 compared to 367.9) than the national average, except for
the violent crime index of forcible rape (Federal Bureau of Investigations, 2013). In 2013, the
U.S. statistics for forcible rape were 25.2 out of 100,000 people, while Utah’s rape violent crime
index was 34.3 per 100,000. This trend of higher rates of forcible rape violent crime in Utah has
held steady since 1991 (Federal Bureau of Investigations, 2012). In other words, forcible rape is
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Utah’s only violent crime index that has been higher than the national average for the past
twenty-five years.
A handful of studies focused on rape in Utah have been conducted over the past few
years. Mitchell and Peterson (2008) found in a randomized survey of Utah women that more
than one in six Utah women had been raped, and one in three had been a victim of sexual assault.
Additionally, 75% of the survey respondents reported that their first sexual assault occurred
before the age of 18 years. Only 12% of the female victims of rape and sexual assault reported
the assault or sought medical care. A study examining prosecution outcomes in adult sexual
assault cases in Salt Lake County from 2003 to 2011 was completed in 2013 utilizing a statistical
Toolkit developed by Campbell and colleagues (2014) to evaluate the impact of SANE programs
on criminal justice case processing. The Toolkit revealed that only 6% of adult sexual assault
cases within 9 years were successfully prosecuted (Valentine, Shaw, Lark, & Campbell, 2016).
This finding is even more meaningful when the criteria for the study is expounded – only sexual
assault cases in which a full SAK was collected, and the victims reported wanting to cooperate
with LE to prosecute the crime were included, yet only 6% were prosecuted. A report focused
on the immense financial burden carried by the state due to sexual violence was recently
released. Sexual violence costs Utah 4.9 billion dollars annually, or $1,700 per Utah resident per
year (Cowan, 2016). Clearly, sexual violence is a critical problem in Utah.
This study includes four different sites in Utah with established SANE programs
providing 24/7 coverage to care for victims of sexual violence. Site A (Salt Lake County) is the
most populous in Utah with a population of 1,091,742 and contains the state capital, Salt Lake
City (United States Census Bureau, 2014). Victims of sexual assault have primarily been seen
by a community-based, mobile SANE team established in 2001. The county has an active
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Sexual Assault Response Team (SART) that meets monthly. There are twelve law enforcement
agencies in Salt Lake County including a large state university police department. In addition,
sexual assault victims from a county jail and the state prison are seen by the SANE program.
Site B (Washington County) is a fast-growing county in southwest Utah and is the fifthmost populous county in the state with an estimated population of 151,948 (United States Census
Bureau, 2014). It consists of a mid-sized city with a state university, several smaller cities and
rural areas including a large national park. An independent SANE program existed prior to
2010, but changed organizational structure and director in August 2011. The SANEs care for
sexual assault victims within the jurisdiction of ten different LE agencies. The Washington
County SART began in late 2012 and meets quarterly.
Site C (Iron County) is an adjacent county to Site B (Washington County) located in
southern Utah. Site C is the least populous county in the study with a population of 47,269
(United States Census Bureau, 2014).

The county contains a large amount of rural area

including a national monument. Sexual assault victims within the jurisdiction of four LE
agencies, including a state university police department, are seen by the independent SANE
team, established in 2010. The Iron County SART team began in 2011 and meets quarterly.
Site D is comprised of four counties in northern Utah (Box Elder, Weber, Davis and
Morgan Counties). The combined population for these four counties is 632,293 (United States
Census Bureau, 2014). The independent SANE program serving these counties began in 2005
and cares for sexual assault victims within the jurisdiction of 28 different LE agencies including
3 county jail facilities and a large state university police department. A United States Air Force
base is located within this geographical area, but military sexual assault cases were not included
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in this study due to confidentiality issues. Box Elder, Weber and Davis Counties each have
active SARTs with monthly or quarterly meetings.
There are multiple similarities in the four sites included in this study. Each site has a
well-established SANE program ensuring that high-quality evidence collection, preservation and
documentation were achieved within the SAKs. All of the SANE programs are independent
companies, not under the domain of a hospital system. The SANEs are employees under the
SANE programs, rather than hospital employees.

Although the length of time of SART

involvement fluctuated between sites, each site has at least one active SART. Each site contains
a four-year university with campus police agencies. When the LE agency numbers from the four
sites in the study are combined, they represent SAKs from 54 LE agencies or 40% of the LE
agencies in Utah. The combined population of the counties represented in the four sites is
estimated at 1,923,252, which is 65% of the state’s population.
Sample
Sexual assault cases included in the study were from the four sites as identified from
January 1, 2010 through December 31, 2013. Cases included in the study started on January 1,
2010 as the Utah state crime laboratory began using more sensitive DNA analysis methods as
well as the addition of YSTR DNA testing in March 2009. In the latter-half of 2009, the crime
lab provided information and education to state law enforcement agencies on the improved
methods of DNA analysis to encourage submission of forensic biologic evidence. The study
sample ended with SAKs collected through December 31, 2013 to allow sufficient time for SAK
submissions to occur and be recorded. Criteria for inclusion in the study included (a) adolescent
or adult sexual assault victims, ages 14 years or older (b) completion of a full forensic
examination including written history of assault and SAK evidence collection by SANEs (c) the
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assault occurred in one of the Utah counties included in the study and (d) the assault was
reported to LE, resulting in a sample size of N = 1,874 cases.
Procedures
Study data on the independent variables of legal and extralegal characteristics from
sexual assault cases was obtained directly from hard copy charts of the State of Utah Sexual
Assault Examination Forms completed by SANEs when providing care to sexual assault victims
seen for a forensic examination and evidence collection and coded into SPSS software for
statistical analysis. Permission to obtain data from the charts was established through signed
Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) with the directors of the independent SANE programs.
All data was de-identified as each sexual assault case was assigned a unique study identification
number. Data from the sexual assault examination forms were coded by the research group, the
principal investigator and 2-3 research colleagues, to allow for discussion on coding if questions
arose to ensure accuracy and consistency. Ten percent of the sexual assault forms were recoded
to maintain reliability of kappa > .80, with a final kappa across all variables of .955 indicating
high reliability of the data (Vassar & Holzmann, 2013). Data on the dependent variable of SAK
submissions were obtained from the state crime laboratory by crime lab personnel. The principal
investigator created tables listing all 1,874 sexual assault cases with LE agencies and
corresponding case numbers, assault dates, and victims’ names to allow tracking of the SAKs
within the crime laboratory database. Crime lab personnel recorded if SAKs were submitted for
analysis or not and the dates of submission. This data was then coded into the SPSS program by
the principal investigator and research assistants.
Measures
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The dependent variable for the study was SAKs submitted to the crime laboratory for
analysis (0 = not submitted; 1 = submitted). SAKs submitted to the crime laboratory are placed in
the queue to be analyzed. All SAKs that are submitted are analyzed in order of submission date
unless law enforcement requests immediate analysis. The decision to code for the variable of
time submitted after the assault was determined after reviewing the data from the crime
laboratory. It was found that a bulk of submitted SAKs were submitted by LE to the crime
laboratory within one month of the assault, while other submitted SAKs were submitted between
1-12 months of the assault. The final group of submitted SAKs was brought to the crime lab by
LE a year or more after the assault, primarily in batches in late 2014 and throughout 2015 likely
due to the community emphasis and media attention on submitting previously unsubmitted
SAKs. Due to this finding on the variability of SAK submissions relative to time submitted from
date of assault, the analysis plan was modified to include the time variable.
The independent variables included legal and extralegal characteristics. The legal
characteristics included if weapon involved or strangulation occurred, as both indicate increased
assault lethality. As examined in prior studies, if multiple suspects involved (i.e. gang rape), if
suspected drug-facilitated assault, and the number of assaultive acts (0=fondling, 1=1 assaultive
act, 2=2 assaultive acts, 3=3 assaultive acts, 4=4 assaultive acts) were included. Assaultive acts
were defined as non-consensual penetration of vagina, mouth or anus by penis or object, and
forced oral to genital contact. If ejaculation occurred was included in the legal characteristics as
this might influence LE’s decision on the probative value of analyzing the SAKs. The
documentation of physical and anogenital injuries were coded as dichotomous variables. The
number of injuries was also documented. Locations and types of injuries were coded for
descriptive information.
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The extralegal characteristics included victims’ demographic information (age, gender,
and race) and suspects’ race (coded as white or non-white). The time in hours between assault
and examination was coded to evaluate if longer times between assault and examination,
possibly representing a delay in reporting, influenced LE’s decision to submit SAKs. Several
variables that could affect LE’s assessment of victims’ credibility were analyzed: use of
prescribed psychotropic medications for mental illness, self-disclosure of mental illness,
consumption of drugs or alcohol prior to assault, loss of consciousness or awareness during the
assault, and partial or full memory loss of the assault. To complete the State of Utah Sexual
Assault Examination Form used at all study sites, SANEs asked patients seen for a forensic
medical examination following sexual assault about current medications, current medical
conditions, consumption of drugs or alcohol prior to assault, and loss of consciousness or
awareness. The information on these variables is dependent upon patient self-disclosure of this
information to the SANE and SANE documentation on the examination form. When answering
about loss of consciousness or awareness, SANEs were found to also frequently document
patients’ statements about memory loss. In addition to exploring the effect of victims’ use of
alcohol or drugs prior to the assault on SAK submissions, a variable related to whether a victim
or suspect used drugs or alcohol was included to explore the effect of drugs and/or alcohol
involved within the context of the crime. If a victim had a physical or mental impairment (i.e.
blind, disabled, cognitively impaired) was included in the extralegal characteristics. The
relationship between the victim and suspect was included as an extralegal characteristic
(stranger, acquaintance, spouse/partner, and other). If the victim had consensual sexual contact
within 5 days (120 hours) of the assault was included as LE is advised by the crime lab to obtain
a consensual partner standard, except in cases when the assailant is also the prior consensual
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partner, to submit with the SAK to rule out the consensual partner as the suspect. The postassault action of bathing or showering after the assault and prior to the SAK evidence collection
was also included as an extralegal characteristic.
Analytic Plan
Descriptive statistical analyses of the independent variables of legal and extralegal
characteristics by sites were conducted to explore frequencies of the categorical data, and central
tendencies (means, medians and standard deviations) for interval level data (see Table 1 for
Legal Characteristics and Table 2 for Extralegal Characteristics). The frequencies of the
dependent variable, SAK submissions, categorized by length of time submitted between assaults
and SAK submissions (less than one month between assaults and SAK submissions, 1-12 months
between assaults and SAK submissions, and over 1 year between assaults and SAK submissions)
and site locations were computed to explore variation between sites with the time variable (see
Table 3). Generalized estimating equations (GEE) model was used to evaluate the association of
the legal and extralegal independent variables on SAK submissions across all sites (see Table 4).
The statistical analysis method of GEE was chosen as it accounted for correlation within sites
and variability between sites (Hanley, Negassa, Edwardes, & Forrester, 2003). The assumption
of independence necessary in traditional regression analysis methods is not required in GEE
modeling (Hubbard et al., 2010). Logistic regression using the GEE model was computed to
create a prediction model for overall SAK submissions for all sites (see Table 5). The GEE
model clustered data within sites and modeled that variation separately from the logistic portion
of the model; therefore, this statistical approach was the appropriate choice for evaluating the
predicting variables across the four sites. Independent variables with a GEE p-value of less than
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0.25 were included in the GEE logistic regression model to liberally include possible predictor
variables.
To explore the association of the legal and extralegal characteristics of submitted SAKs
with the length of time between assault and submission dates (<1 month, 1-12 months, and >1
year), a Chi-square test of association for categorical variables and Wilcoxon-rank sum for
continuous variables were completed (see Table 6). A multinomial logistic regression analysis to
determine which independent variables were statistically significant in predicting the time of
SAK submissions was completed (Table 7). Legal and extralegal characteristics with p < .05 in
the bivariate analyses were included in the logistic regression model. Screening for
multicollinearity between variables was conducted. To assess goodness-of-fit of the multinomial
logistic regression model, AIC was calculated on possible model choices to determine the model
with the lowest AIC value (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013).
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Table 1
Descriptive Results: Legal Characteristics by Site

Weapon used
Yes
No
Unknown
Strangulation
Yes
No
Unknown
Multiple suspects
Yes
No
Unknown
Suspected
drug-facilitated
Yes
No
Unknown
Number of
assaultive acts
Fondling
1 act
2 acts
3 acts
4 acts
Unknown
Ejaculation
Yes
No
Unknown
Physical injury
Yes
No
Number of physical
injuries
Mean
Median
Std. deviation
Anogenital injuries
Yes
No
Unknown
Number of
anogenital injuries
Mean
Median
Std. deviation

Study Site A
(N = 1,297)

Study Site B
(N = 120)

Study Site C
(N = 48)

Study Site D
(N = 409)

All Sites
(N = 1,874)

10.4%
66.7%
22.9%

9.2%
73.3%
17.5%

12.5%
75.0%
12.5%

8.8%
76.3%
14.9%

10.0%
69.4%
20.6%

11.7%
65.6%
22.7%

14.2%
65.0%
20.8%

12.5%
62.5%
25.0%

10.3%
70.2%
19.6%

11.6%
66.5%
22.0%

10.4%
87.0%
2.5%

6.7%
92.5%
0.8%

6.3%
91.7%
2.1%

9.6%
86.9%
3.4%

9.9%
87.5%
2.6%

19.2%
78.2%
2.6%

6.7%
92.5%
0.8%

25.0%
68.8%
6.3%

13.0%
84.8%
2.2%

17.2%
80.3%
2.5%

4.2%
31.3%
24.9%
12.0%
3.5%
24.1%

0.8%
38.3%
25.8%
12.5%
1.7%
20.8%

0%
52.1%
29.2%
2.1%
0%
16.7%

1.5%
34.7%
19.8%
17.6%
5.4%
21.0%

3.3%
33.0%
24.0%
13.0%
3.7%
23.0%

30.4%
12.1%
57.5%

26.1%
17.6%
56.3%

29.2%
35.4%
64.6%

29.6%
12.0%
58.4%

29.9%
12.3%
57.8%

79.6%
20.4%

73.1%
26.9%

70.8%
29.2%

57.0%
43.0%

74.0%
26.0%

6.96
4
9.472

5.44
3
7.612

3.25
2
4.092

2.89
1
4.796

5.86
3
8.605

64.7%
35.0%
0.3%

43.3%
54.2%
2.5%

77.1%
22.9%
0%

47.9%
51.3%
0.7%

59.9%
39.6%
0.5%

2.12
2
3.265

1.38
0
2.037

1.73
2
1.395

1.33
0
2.047

1.89
1
2.95
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Table 2
Descriptive Results: Extralegal Characteristics by Site

Victim age (yrs.)
Mean
Median
Std. deviation
Victim gender
Female
Male
Victim race
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian/Pacific
Islander
American Indian
Other
Unknown
Suspect race
White
Non-white
Unknown
Other
Time between
assault and exam
(hr.)
Mean
Median
Std. deviation
Victim use of
psychotropic
medications
Yes
No
Unknown
Victim selfdisclosure mental
illness (MI)
Yes
No
Victim disclosed
use of psychotropic
meds or MI
Yes
No
Victim drug use
Yes
No
Unknown
Victim alcohol use
Yes
No

Study Site A
(N = 1,297)

Study Site B
(N = 120)

Study Site C
(N = 48)

Study Site D
(N = 409)

All Sites
(N = 1,874)

28.15
25.00
11.424

25.88
23.00
9.805

22.92
19.00
9.961

26.51
22.00
12.422

27.51
24.00
11.564

94.0%
6.0%

96.7%
3.3%

95.8%
3.3%

96.3%
3.7%

94.7%
5.3%

75.9%
3.6%
14.1%
2.5%

84.2%
2.5%
4.2%
0.8%

87.5%
0%
2.1%
0%

80%
3.2%
10.2%
1.2%

77.6%
3.4%
12.4%
2.0%

2.9%
0.5%
0.5%

4.2%
0%
4.2%

10.4%
0%
0%

1.7%
1.0%
2.2%

2.9%
0.5%
1.1%

51.0%
35.0%
12.1%
1.9%

61.2%
20.3%
14.3%
4.1%

58.3%
27.1%
6.3%
8.3%

58.2%
31.4%
10.3%
0.2%

53.1%
33.6%
11.6%
1.7%

21.86
13.00
25.222

23.36
14.23
25.541

33.20
13.50
62.57

19.72
13.00
21.439

21.78
13.0
26.193

41.1%
58.9%
0.1%

45.0%
53.3%
1.7%

27.1%
70.8%
2.1%

36.7%
62.6%
0.7%

40.0%
59.6%
0.4%

36.7%
63.3%

30.0%
70.0%

29.2%
70.8%

31.1%
57.0%

34.9%
65.1%

46.0%
54.0%

49.6%
50.4%

40.4%
59.6%

40.5%
59.5%

44.9%
55.1%

14.5%
85.2%
0.3%

7.5%
91.7%
0.8%

4.2%
93.8%
2.1%

8.1%
91.2%
0.7%

12.4%
87.1%
0.5%

47.4%
52.2%

45.0%
54.2%

41.7%
58.3%

45.0%
54.0%

46.6%
52.9%
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Unknown
Victim or suspect
drug or alcohol use
Yes
No
Unknown
Victim with
physical or mental
impairment
Yes
No
Unknown
Victim reports loss
of consciousness
Yes
No
Unknown
Victim reports
memory loss
Yes
No
Unknown
Victim to suspect
relationship
Stranger
Acquaintance
Spouse/Partner
Other
Unknown
Ex-boyfriend
Consensual sex
partner within 5
days of assault
Yes
No
Unknown
Victim bathed or
showered postassault
Yes
No
Unknown

0.3%

0.8%

0%

1.0%

0.5%

55.9%
16.3%
27.8%

58.3%
20.8%
20.9%

47.9%
22.9%
29.2%

53.7%
21.6%
24.8%

55.4%
17.9%
26.7%

7.1%
92.8%
0.1%

10.0%
87.5%
2.5%

8.4%
83.3%
8.3%

7.9%
91.4%
0.7%

7.5%
91.9%
0.6%

51.7%
48.1%
0.2%

42.5%
56.7%
0.8%

50.0%
45.8%
4.2%

41.8%
57.5%
0.7%

48.9%
50.6%
0.4%

33.6%
66.2%
0.2%

30.8%
69.2%
0%

25.0%
72.9%
2.1%

31.1%
68.7%
0.2%

32.7%
67.1%
0.2%

18.5%
57.4%
7.9%
5.7%
5.3%
5.2%

17.5%
57.5%
11.7%
3.3%
6.7%
3.3%

12.5%
70.8%
2.1%
6.3%
2.1%
6.3%

18.1%
67.0%
4.2%
4.4%
2.4%
3.9%

18.2%
59.9%
7.2%
5.3%
4.7%
4.8%

28.5%
70.5%
1.0%

30.8%
68.3%
0.8%

14.6%
83.3%
2.1%

24.9%
74.6%
0.5%

27.5%
71.6%
0.9%

34.6%
65.3%
0.2%

34.2%
65.0%
0.8%

47.9%
50.0%
2.1%

34.0%
63.8%
2.2%

34.8%
64.5%
0.7%
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Table 3
Sexual Assault Kit (SAK) Submissions per Site Based Upon the Length of Time Submitted from
Assault Date to Submission Date
Site A
Site B
Site C
Site D
All Sites
N=1297
N=120
N=48
N=409
N=1874
Submitted
within 1
month of
assault

16.0%

0.8%

14.6%

4.9%

12.6%

Submitted 112 months
after assault

6.6%

3.3%

22.9%

22.7%

10.2%

Submitted 1
year or later
after assault

18.0%

14.2%

2.1%

8.6%

15.4%

Total
Submitted

40.6%

18.3%

39.6%

36.2%

38.2%

Total Not
Submitted

59.4%

81.7%

60.4%

63.8%

61.8%
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Table 4
GEE Model Exploring the Association of Legal and Extralegal Characteristics on SAK
Submissions
Submitted
Not Submitted
Bivariate p-value
GEE p-value
Legal Characteristics
Weapon Involved
12.0%
12.8%
0.662
0.441
Strangulation
13.1%
15.6%
0.218
0.261
Multiple Suspects
10.7%
9.94%
0.628
0.498
Drug Facilitated
19.2%
16.8%
0.222
0.086
# of Assaultive
3.6%
4.6%
.022
Significant
Acts (fondling)
depending on #
Physical Injury
73.8%
74.2%
0.871
0.879
# Physical Injuries
3 (0,8)
3 (0,8)
0.979
0.776
Anogenital Injury
58.9%
60.8%
0.272
0.244
Extralegal Characteristics
Victim Age
24 (19, 33)
24 (19, 33)
0.622
0.418
Victim Gender
93.2%
95.4%
0.043
< 0.001
(Female)
Victim Race
77.2%
79.0%
0.373
0.416
(White)
Suspect Race
54.0%
54.1%
0.967
0.926
(White)
Time (hrs.) between 11.5 (5, 24)
13.5 (5.5, 26.5)
0.021
0.290
Assault to Exam
Victim prescribed
39.5%
40.4%
0.687
0.166
Psychotropic
Meds
Victim disclosed
34.2%
35.2%
0.661
0.140
Mental Illness
(MI)
Victim with MI or
44.2%
45.2%
0.691
0.212
Psych Meds
Victim Drug Use
11.1%
13.1%
0.224
< 0.001
Victim Alcohol Use
46.9%
46.9%
0.996
0.996
Suspect Drug Use
24.3%
23.3%
0.714
0.748
Suspect Alcohol
62.4%
62.3%
0.970
0.969
Use
Victim with
6.9%
7.85
0.594
0.171
Physical
or Mental
Impairment
Victim with Loss
51.6%
47.9%
0.141
0.176
of Consciousness
Victim with
11.4%
31.4%
0.078
0.321
Memory Loss
Suspect
23.6%
17.0%
< 0.001
< 0.001
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Relationship
(Stranger)
Consensual Sexual
Contact 120 hours
prior Assault
Victim reports
Bathed/Showered
Post-Assault

27.9%

27.7%

0.954

0.916

32.8%

24.5%

0.168

0.016
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Table 5
Logistic Regression Model Using GEE on Legal and Extralegal Characteristic and SAK
Submissions
OR
95% Confidence p-value
Interval
Suspected Drug Facilitated Assault
1.25
(1.14, 1.38)
<.001
Anogenital Injury = Yes
0.90
(0.77,1.05)
0.183
Gender = Male
1.46
(1.37, 1.55)
<.001
Victim Drug Use Prior to Assault = Yes
0.78
(0.63, 0.96)
0.020
Victim Bathed or Showered Post-Assault =
0.83
(0.78, 0.89)
<.001
Yes
Victim Loss of Consciousness = Yes
1.11
(0.91, 1.35)
0.317
Victim Physical or Mental Impairment =
0.83
(0.75, 0.93)
0.001
Yes
Suspect Relationship = Known
0.84
(0.79, 0.9)
<.001
Victim Reports Mental Illness or Use of
0.96
(0.90, 1.03)
0.287
Prescribed Psychotropic Medication =
Yes
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Table 6
Bivariable Analyses* of Legal and Extralegal Characteristics with Time of Submission (<1
month, 1-12 months, and > 1 year from date of assault to date of submission)
< 1 month
1 month – 1 yr
> 1 year
p-value
N = 236
N = 191
N = 288
Weapon Involved
15%
11%
13%
0.619
Strangulation
14%
11%
14%
0.717
Multiple Suspects
7%
14%
14%
0.026
Drug Facilitated
21%
16%
19%
0.402
Number of Assaultive Acts (>
49%
55%
53%
0.175
1)
Physical Injury
77%
70%
76%
0.157
Number of Physical Injuries
4 (3.2, 4.8)
2 (1.1, 2.9)
3 (2.1, 3.9)
0.037
Anogenital Injury
69%
54%
59%
0.004
Number of Anogenital Injuries
1 (0.3, 1.7)
1 (0.6, 1.4)
1 (1, 1)
0.002
Victim Age
25 (23.1, 26.9) 23 (21.4, 24.6) 24 (22.2, 25.8)
0.104
Victim Gender (Male)
5%
7%
6%
0.591
Victim Race (White)
73%
81%
74%
0.114
Suspect Race (White)
50%
58%
53%
0.253
Time (hrs.) between Assault and
12.5 (9.4,
9 (6.6, 11.4)
15 (12.8, 17.2)
0.001
Exam
15.6)
Victim Use of Prescribed
41%
32%
44%
0.033
Psychotropic Medications
Victim Disclosed Mental Illness
33%
31%
38%
0.315
Victim Disclosed Mental Illness
43%
38%
49%
0.044
or Use of Psychotropic Meds
Victim Drug Use
11%
9.5%
13%
0.545
Victim Alcohol Use
51%
46%
43%
0.139
Victim or Suspect Used Drugs
or
80%
74%
70%
0.098
Alcohol Prior to Assault
Victim with Physical or Mental
8%
7%
5%
0.232
Impairment
Victim Reported Loss of
54.6
50.8
47.6
0.287
Consciousness
Victim Reported Memory Loss
36%
38%
31%
0.248
Suspect Relationship (Stranger)
29%
21%
19%
0.027
Suspect Race (White)
50%
58%
53%
0.253
Consensual Sexual Contact 120
24%
29%
28%
0.559
hours Prior Assault
Victim Bathed/Showered Post26%
35%
38%
0.012
Assault
*Chi-square tests of association used for categorical variables and Wilcoxon rank-sum for
continuous variables.
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Table 7
Multinomial Logistic Regression of Legal and Extralegal Characteristics and Submitted SAKs
OR (CI)
Adjusted
Relationship
p-value
Multiple Suspects
0.59 (0.38,
0.025
Multiple suspects decreases the odds
0.94)
of being submitted within one
month.
Number of physical
0.121
No predictive significance in model.
injuries
Number of genital
0.094
No predictive significance in model.
injuries
Time (hrs.) between
0.92 (0.86,
0.014
Increasing time reduces the odds of
assault
0.98)
being submitted within a month.
and exam (12 hour
estimate)
Victim Use of Prescribed
0.932
No predictive significance in model.
Psychotropic Meds
Victim Disclosed Mental
0.218
No predictive significance in model.
Illness OR Use of
Psychotropic Meds
Suspect Relationship
0.66 (0.46,
0.019
Having a stranger as the suspect
(Known)
0.93)
increases the odds of being
submitted within one month.
AIC value of 1377.8.
Log likelihood of -680.8, p < .001
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Results
Descriptive Findings on Legal and Extralegal Characteristics
The descriptive findings will be summarized for all sites in this section with a more
detailed examination of the descriptive findings per site in the Discussion section.
Legal Characteristics. The variables assessing increased lethality in sexual assault cases
were weapon involved (10% of cases) and strangulation (11.6% of cases). The percentage of
multiple suspect assaults, i.e. gang rape, was 9.9%. Suspected drug-facilitated sexual assault
occurred in 17.2% of cases. The most common number of assaultive acts was one assaultive act,
although this ranged from fondling to 4 assaultive acts (fondling 3.3%, 1 act 33%, 2 acts 24%, 3
acts 13% and 4 acts 3.7%). In the majority of cases, the victim did not know if ejaculation had
occurred (57.8%) with known ejaculation only documented in 29.9% of cases.
Most victims had documented visible physical and anogenital injuries. Physical injuries
were documented in 74.0% of cases (mean 5.87, median 3) with a range from 0 to 90 injuries.
Physical injuries with their corresponding percentages in order of prevalence were documented
as follows: bruise (54.1%), abrasion (39.2%), redness (30.1%), swelling (13.0%), petechiae
(12.3%), discoloration (10.4%), laceration (6.3%), ecchymosis (3.4%), bite mark (1.8%),
puncture wound (1.0%), incision (0.8%), missing or broken teeth (0.7%), avulsion (0.6%), burn
(0.6%), conjunctival hemorrhage (0.6%), and fracture (0.2%). The locations of physical injuries
with corresponding percentages were noted as occurring on extremities (64.4%), chest and back
(24.6%), head (17.9%), neck (17.3%), breasts (10.7%), and abdomen (8.2%). Anogenital
injuries were documented in 59.9% of cases. The most common anogenital injuries were
laceration (29.9%), abrasion (28.8%), redness (21.2%), bruise (5.0%), and swelling (4.5%). For
females, genital injuries were most noted at the fossa navicularis (33.1% of females) and
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posterior fourchette (15.6% of females) which are anatomical structures located just outside of
the vaginal opening. The most common types of injuries at these locations were abrasions, the
removal of the top layers of skin by friction, and lacerations, a splitting of the skin by blunt force
trauma. For males, the anus was the most common location of genital injuries (37.4% of males)
with lacerations, abrasions, and bruising injuries.
Extralegal characteristics. Victim demographics included age, gender and race. The
age of victims ranged from 14 to 92 years old with a mean of 27.51 years and a median of 24
years. Female victims constituted 94.7% of the sample with only 5.3% male victims (99 males).
White race was most prevalent, 77.6%, although this is below Utah’s census of white race of
91.4% (U.S. Census Bureau, 2014). Minorities with higher amounts of victimization included
black victims (3.4% compared to census finding of 1.3% in Utah population) and American
Indian victims (2.9% compared to census findings of 1.2% in Utah population). Suspects’ race,
categorized as white or non-white, was highest for white suspects (53.1%) but had a high
percentage of unknown race (11.6%) as reported by victims. The mean for time between assault
and examination was 21.784 hours (median 13 hours) with a range of 1 to 408 hours.
Descriptive information on extralegal characteristics was calculated. Three variables
reflected percentages of victims with mental illness: use of psychotropic medications (40.0% of
victims), self-disclosure of mental illness at time of exam (34.9% of victims), and use of
psychotropic medications or self-disclosure of mental illness (44.9% of victims). The prevalence
of drug or alcohol use prior to assault by victim or suspect was also measured by three variables:
victim drug use (12.4%), victim alcohol consumption (46.6%), and suspect or victim use of
drugs or alcohol (46.6%). Many victims did not know the alcohol or drug use status of the
suspect, so 26.7% of victims reported “unknown” regarding the suspect. A high percentage of
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victims reported a loss of consciousness or awareness (48.9%) and described partial or full
memory loss of the assault or aspects of the assault (32.7%). SANEs documented physical or
mental impairment in 7.5% of the victims with impairments noted as developmentally delayed,
cerebral palsy, paralysis, mental disabilities, blindness, being hearing impaired, having an acute
psychotic episode, or being intubated and on mechanical ventilation.
Stranger assaults accounted for 18.2% of the sexual assaults with the majority of the
assaults perpetrated by known suspects: acquaintance (59.9%), spouse/partner (7.2%), other
known relationships (5.3%, such as family member, boss or teacher), and ex-boyfriend (4.8%).
The category of ex-boyfriend was included after coding over 200 of the cases and finding a large
percentage of the “other” relationships were described as “ex-boyfriend.” The remaining
extralegal variables examined issues related to DNA findings. Victims reported a consensual sex
partner within 5 days prior to the assault in 27.5% of cases. When asked about post-assault
actions, 34.8% of victims reported bathing or showering after the assault and before the sexual
assault examination.
Findings on SAK Submission Rates
The overall submission rate of SAKs from the four sites independent of the time variable
(time from date of assault to date of submission) was 38.2%. When the overall submission rate
was analyzed based upon site, there was a large amount of variability indicating a strong
association between site and SAK submissions. Chi-square test of association verified this
strong relationship between site and SAK submission with Χ2 = 24.108, df=3, p < .000. When the
submission rates per sites were analyzed with the time variable, then there was substantially
more variability apparent (see Table 3 and Fig.). The association of site and date of SAK
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submissions relative to date of assault was also found to be statistically significant, Χ2 = 169.836,
df = 9, p < .000.
Site A submitted 22.6% of their SAKs within a year of the assault with the majority of
these submissions, 16.0%, within a month of the assault. Site A submitted a large amount of
their SAKs a year or more after assaults, 18.0%, with almost all of these submissions occurring
in late 2014 and throughout 2015 by three large LE agencies. Overall, Site A had the highest
percentage of SAK submissions at 40.6% submitted.
Site B had the lowest SAK submission rate, 18.3%. The majority of these submissions,
14.2%, were SAKs collected in 2013 and submitted a year or more after the assaults in late 2014
by one LE agency. At Site B, LE agencies submitted only one SAK to crime lab within a month
of assault date, and four SAKs to crime lab from one to twelve months of the assault dates – in
four years.
Site C had the highest percentage of SAKs submitted within a year of the assault: 14.6%
submitted within one month of the assault, and 22.9% submitted between one and twelve months
of the assault. Site C had the lowest percentage, 2.1%, of SAKs submitted a year or more after
the assault dates.
Site D submitted 22.7% of their SAKs between one month and one year of the assault
dates and 4.9% submitted within a month of the assault dates. Site D submitted 8.6% of their
SAKs a year or more after the assault dates. The SAKs submitted a year or more after the assault
dates were submitted by 7 different LE agencies in late 2014 and through 2015.
GEE Analyses of Legal and Extralegal Characteristics with SAK Submissions
The GEE model on the association of legal and extralegal characteristics on SAK
submissions found the following variables of interest with GEE p-values of less than 0.25:
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suspected drug facilitated assaults, anogenital injuries, victim gender, victim prescribed
psychotropic medications, victim disclosed mental illness, victim disclosed use of psychotropic
meds or mental illness, victim drug use prior to assault, victim with physical or mental
impairment, victim reported loss of consciousness, suspect relationship as stranger, and victim
bathed or showered after the assault. A logistic regression model was computed with the
variables with GEE p-values of less than 0.25 to capture possible significant predicting variables.
As the three variables related to mental illness are closely associated, all with GEE p-values of
less than 0.25, the variable capturing both victim disclosure of use of psychotropic meds or
mental illness was selected for the model.
The logistic regression model revealed six variables that were statistically significant (p <
.05) in predicting SAK submissions across all sites. SAKs were 46% more likely to be submitted
if the victim was a male. SAKs from suspected drug facilitated sexual assaults were 25% more
likely to be submitted. If victims used drugs prior to assaults, then their SAKs were 22% less
likely to be submitted. SAKs collected in cases in which the suspect was known to the victim,
not a stranger, were 16% less likely to be submitted indicating that SAKs with stranger suspects
are more likely to be submitted. The crime laboratory encourages submission of all SAKs with a
stranger assailant for testing; yet, although the victim-suspect relationship was a significant
variable in predicting SAK submissions, only 45.3% of the SAKs from stranger assaults (154 out
of 340 cases) were submitted for analysis. SAKs collected from victims who bathed or showered
after assaults were 17% less likely to be submitted. The variables found in the logistic regression
model not to be significant predictors were victims with anogenital injuries, victims with loss of
consciousness, and victims who disclosed use of psychotropic medications or mental illness.
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Bivariate and Multivariate Analyses of Legal and Extralegal Characteristics of Submitted
SAKs
As previously described, the data from the state crime laboratory on submitted SAKs
displayed different blocks of time in which submissions occurred from the date of the assault: <
1 month, between 1-12 months, and over a year. Additionally, time of SAK submissions from
date of assaults varied tremendously between sites. Bivariate analyses of Chi-square test of
association for categorical variables and Wilcoxon-rank sum for continuous variables were
completed to explore the association between these different blocks of SAK submission times
and the independent variables of legal and extralegal characteristics (see Table 6 for results). The
independent variables that were significantly associated with the time variable (p<.05) were
multiple suspects, number of physical injuries, genital injuries, number of genital injuries, time
(hours) between assault and examination, victim use of prescribed psychotropic medications,
victim disclosed mental illness or use of psychotropic medications, suspect relationship, and
victim bathed/showered post-assault. Yet, many of the variables of significance had unexpected,
seemingly random relationships with the time blocks. For example, the variable of anogenital
injuries had the following frequencies in relation to time between assaults and submission dates:
69% of SAKs submitted less than one month, 54% of SAKs submitted between 1-12 months,
and 59% of SAKs submitted more than a year after the assault. Linear pattern of associations
were only found in three of the independent variables: multiple suspects involved in assault, time
between assault and examination, and suspect relationship to victim.
Multinomial logistic regression of the statistically significant legal and extralegal
variables revealed that the three variables with linear relationships to time submitted had p values
of < .05 as predicting the time blocks of SAK submissions. If multiple suspects were involved in
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the assault, then the odds of the SAK being submitted within the first month of the assault
decreased by 41%. For every 12 hours that passed between the assault and examination, the
odds of the SAK submission occurring in the first month of the assault decreased by 8%. If the
suspect was a stranger, then the odds of being submitted within a month of the assault increased
significantly by 150%. The logistic regression model including the above variables had the
lowest AIC value of 1377.8 and log likelihood value of -680.0 (p <.001) indicating an adequate
fit.
Discussion
This study explored SAK submission rates and their predicting variables at four different
sites in Utah with established SANE programs. Additionally, this study generated descriptive
data on legal and extralegal variables per site for 1,874 sexual assault victims and cases. This
descriptive data is of tremendous value as it provides improved understanding of rape crimes in
Utah. Although this study focused on SAKs, each SAK represented an individual impacted by
sexual violence. By pondering this descriptive data, we recognize the individuals represented in
the 1,874 sexual assault cases within this study.
Site Variability of the Descriptive Data
The findings on some of the descriptive data of the legal and extralegal characteristics
varied between sites. Site A had the highest amount of sexual assault cases with multiple
suspects (10.4%). The SANEs from Site A documented the highest amount of physical injuries
on their patients (mean of 6.96 and median of 4). Consistent with the most populous and urban
site, Site A had the most diverse victim race profile. Victims had higher rates of disclosing
mental illness (36.7%), although victims’ use of psychotropic medications was not the highest.
There were substantially more victims that used drugs prior to the assault in Site A (14.5%).
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Victims from Site A reported more loss of consciousness and memory loss. Increased drug use
might have influenced this finding, or it might have been due to a minor charting difference
found at Site A. Documentation of the assaults by SANEs at Site A sometimes had longer
written histories of the sexual assaults, possibly leading to more information about victims’
reports of loss of consciousness and memory loss.
Site B had the highest percentage of strangulation during the rapes (14.2%). It also had
the highest percentage of victims reported use of psychotropic medications (45%), victims
reported rape by spouse or partner (11.7%), and victims with physical or mental impairments
(10%). It had the lowest amount of documented anogenital injuries by SANEs (43.3%). Site B
had a substantially lower percentage of suspected drug facilitated assaults (6.7% compared to
mean of 17.2%).
As the least populous and most rural site, Site C had the smallest sample size (N=48),
which might have affected the differences in the descriptive data on legal and extralegal
variables. Site C had the highest amount of weapons involved in the rapes (12.5%) and
suspected drug facilitated rapes (25.0%). SANEs documented the highest amount of anogenital
injuries (77.1%). Site C had the highest percentage of victims that bathed or showered after the
assault and before the forensic exam (47.9%). The reported age of victims was younger with a
mean of 22.92 years compared to overall site mean of 27.51 years, and median of 19 versus
overall site median of 24 years. Site C reported the highest amount of American Indian victims
(10.4% compared to overall site mean of 2.9%). Site C has a higher American Indian population
(2.5%) than the general Utah population (1.5%), but this increase in American Indian rape
victims is much higher than the census increase (U.S. Census Bureau, 2014). The Paiute Indian
headquarters are located in Site C, although Site B also has American Indian reservation land.
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Site C has the lowest amount of victims disclosing use of psychotropic medications (27.1%) and
mental illness (29.2%). Site C also reported the lowest percentage of victim drug use (4.2%) and
alcohol consumption prior to assault (41.7%). The lowest percentage of victims with consensual
sexual activity prior to assault was found in Site C (14.6%). Site C had the lowest amount of
stranger rapes (12.5%).
Site D had the least variability of legal and extralegal characteristics compared to the
central tendencies of the sample. SANEs in Site D documented the lowest amount of physical
injuries (57% compared to 74%) and anogenital injuries (47.9% compared to 59.9%).
A limitation of this study is that the findings on the legal and extralegal characteristics
were solely based upon SANE documentation written in the Sexual Assault Examination Form
as this study is a retrospective chart review. The SANE documentation was dependent upon
information provided by patients being seen for a forensic examination. This means that some
variables (for example: consumption of alcohol, history of mental illness, or use of psychotropic
medications) might be under-reported as patients did not self-disclose. Another limitation to the
study is that the population in Utah is primarily white; therefore, these findings may not be
representative of a more ethnically diverse population.
Rates of SAK Submissions
This study revealed that the SAK submission rates within Utah are extremely low with
only 38.2% submitted. When the SAK submission rates were analyzed based upon the length of
time between the assaults and submission dates, only 22.8% were submitted within a year of the
assault. The remaining 15.4% were submitted by approximately eleven LE agencies within the
four sites in late 2014 and throughout 2015 after community and media appeals for LE to submit
previously unsubmitted SAKs; hence, the submissions occurring more than a year after the
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assaults can be viewed as “forced” submissions. Most jurisdictions do not know their SAK
submission rates as this information is rarely tracked. Other studies with methodologies similar
to this study on SAK submission rates have found submission rates of 58.6% and 59.3%
(Patterson and Campbell, 2012; Shaw and Campbell, 2013). The overall SAK submission rate of
38.2% found at the Utah sites is substantially lower than studies in other states. It is assumed
that the 15.4% submitted in late 2014 and through 2015 would not have been submitted without
the community call to action for previously unsubmitted SAKs to be sent to the crime lab.
Without these 15.4% of SAKs submitted, the SAK submission rate for this study would be
22.8% - almost 1/3 the submission rate found in other studies. All SAKs that are submitted are
analyzed in order of submission date unless law enforcement requests immediate analysis.
The site or jurisdiction of a rape was shown to be the primary factor on SAK
submissions. Site B and Site C are located in adjacent counties, but had substantially different
SAK submission rates. Only 4.1% of SAKs from Site B were submitted within a year of the
assault, while 37.5% of SAKs from Site C were submitted within a year of the assault.
Therefore, SAKs from Site C were almost ten times more likely to be submitted in a year of the
assault than SAKs from Site B. The SAK submission rate from Site B would have been 4.1%
overall without the additional submission of 17 out of 30 SAKs collected in 2013 sent to crime
lab in late 2014. Site A, the most populous county in the study, had the highest SAK submission
rates due to a large amount of SAKs submitted in late 2014 and throughout 2015. The
percentage of SAKs submitted a year or more after the sexual assaults is a moving target as LE
agencies are now strongly encouraged to submit SAKs in storage.
There are also financial implications to not submitting SAKs to crime laboratories for
analysis. In 2010 to 2013, The Utah Office for Victims of Crime (UOVC) paid $600.00 per kit
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to the SANE program responsible for SAK collection in its respective jurisdiction. This money
offsets costs for supplies, personnel, malpractice insurance, and location overhead to keep the
SANE programs functioning. Most SANE programs also receive additional funding from grants
to stay afloat. This study found that 1,163 SAKs were collected, but never submitted by LE for
analysis. UOVC paid $697,800.00 for these SAKs that were collected, yet never submitted. The
state crime laboratory paid $16.00/SAK for production and administrative costs. Thus, the
overall costs for the 1,163 SAKs collected but never submitted was $721,060.00. Although the
interaction between the SANEs and patients is valuable in supporting victims and providing
health care services, the time and expense spent collecting the biologic evidence contained in the
SAKs is of naught if the SAKs are never submitted to the crime laboratory.
The great variability of SAK submissions between sites represents an inequity of justice.
It is an inequity of justice that the likelihood of SAKs being submitted to the crime laboratory for
analysis was found to be primarily dependent upon where a victim was raped rather than on
factors related to the crime. This finding reinforces the viewpoint that submission of SAKs by
LE is highly subjective, rather than objectively based upon the legal characteristics of the rapes.
A recent study in Detroit exploring why many SAKs were not submitted by LE to crime
laboratories for analysis bolsters this stance. Campbell et al. (2015a) found LE agencies were
frequently underfunded leading to poor investigative efforts in sexual assault cases due to large
caseloads, often of a multitude of crimes. The effect of poor LE resources lead to dismissing
cases without doing much work on them. Additionally, LE officers were found to have victimblaming attitudes towards rape victims and poor understanding of how sexual assault trauma
affects victims. This negative perception of sexual assault victims resulted in many SAKs not
being submitted. Although the cultures within the multiple LE agencies represented in this study
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were not examined, it is likely that the same issues of victim-blaming attitudes and negative
perceptions of rape victims exist in LE agencies in Utah as shown by the incredibly low SAK
submission rates.
Predicting SAK Submissions and Time of Submissions
Out of the twenty-six variables on legal and extralegal characteristics measured in this
study, only six variables were shown to be predictive of SAK submissions across all sites. The
only legal characteristic found to be statistically significant in predicting SAK submissions was
suspected drug facilitated assault which increased the likelihood of SAK submission by 25%.
The other five variables represented extralegal characteristics: male victim, victim use of drugs,
victim with mental or physical impairment, suspect known to victim, and victim post-assault
action of bathing or showering. The variable found to have the highest predictive value was if
the victim was a male with a 45% increased likelihood of SAK submission. This finding was
very surprising as the review of the literature indicates that male rape cases have less criminal
justice system response than female rape cases. The post-assault action of victim bathing or
showering was the only variable found to be a significant predictor variable for SAK submission
in this study and the study by Patterson and Campbell (2012). Although future studies exploring
SAK submission rates are needed, the inability to determine a consensus on legal and extralegal
characteristics of sexual assault cases that predict SAK submissions implies that there are other
variables influencing SAK submission outside of the legal and extralegal characteristics. With
the considerable variability between SAK submission rates between the sites in this study, the
most significant study finding is that the jurisdiction of the crime – where the victim was raped –
determined the likelihood of SAK submission.
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In exploring the SAK submission dates from the dates of assault, many of the legal and
extralegal characteristics were found to not have a pattern or linear relationship with the times
submitted, categorized as submitted within a month of the assault, 1-12 months after the assault,
and over a year after the assault. There were only three out of twenty-seven independent
variables explored in the bivariate analyses that had a linear relationship and statistically
significant p value (<.05) with time submitted. These variables affected rates for submitting
within one month of the assault: multiple suspects decreased the odds by 41%; every 12 hours of
time that passed between assault and examination decreased the odds by 8%; and rapes by
strangers increased the odds by 150%. The variable of suspect relationship (known vs.
unknown) was the only variable significant in predicting both models, overall SAK submissions
and date of SAK submissions from dates of assault. The lack of a statistical relationship between
the majority of the measured legal and extralegal characteristics and the time variable of SAK
submissions further indicates that many factors in the decision-making process to submit SAKs
are random and subjective.
With a SAK submission rate of only 38.2%, the obvious question is “where are the
remaining 61.8% of the collected SAKs?” As previously noted, the submission of SAKs one
year or more after assaults is a moving target as LE agencies have been requested to submit all
SAKs in storage and could submit these SAKs at any time. The costs of analyzing the reported
2,700 SAKs in LE agencies throughout Utah is not an issue as the costs are covered through
additional state legislative funding and a grant from the New York County Attorney’s Office
(New York County District Attorney, 2015). Some LE agencies have sent SAKs to the National
Institute of Justice and Federal Bureau of Investigations partnership to analyze previously
unsubmitted SAKs (National Institute of Justice, 2016). Yet, these submissions will not equal
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the remaining 61.8% of unsubmitted SAKs. It has been reported in Utah that if LE does not
submit SAKs, then the SAKs either remain indefinitely in storage or are destroyed without ever
being analyzed (Winslow, 2014). One of the reasons cited for destroying unsubmitted SAKs was
“uncooperative victims” – yet, these are rape victims who reported the crime to police requesting
prosecution and went through an approximately four hour examination of their bodies for
documentation of injuries and collection of evidence. The meaning of the phrase,
“uncooperative victim,” by law enforcement requires further analysis in future studies.
Destroying SAKs without ever submitting them for analysis constitutes an extreme injustice to
sexual assault victims and threatens public safety.
Conclusion and Recommendations
This study revealed extremely low SAK submission rates in Utah, the profound impact of
the site or jurisdiction of assaults on SAK submissions, and the influence of primarily extralegal
characteristics in rape cases on SAK submissions. The low SAK submission rates are especially
concerning as SAKs included within this study were expertly collected by educated SANEs and
in communities with sexual assault response teams. These factors are thought to improve
criminal justice system responses to sexual assault cases. Yet, even with these factors in place,
the overall SAK submission rate within a year of assaults was a mere 22.8%. An inequity of
justice was discovered in the study findings as there was great variability in SAK submissions
based upon the site or jurisdiction in which the rape occurred. This finding was quite sobering
and reinforced the current subjective nature of the decision-making process by LE in choosing to
submit SAKs to the crime laboratory for analysis.
Statistical analysis of the legal and extralegal characteristics of sexual assaults on
predicting SAK submissions indicated that the extralegal characteristics had a greater impact on
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predicting submissions than the legal characteristics. The only legal characteristic found to be a
statistically significant predicting variable was suspected drug-facilitated assault, which
increased SAK submission by 25%. Legal characteristics related to increased lethality of
assaults, increased number of assaultive acts, and physical or anogenital injuries were not
statistically significant in predicting SAK submissions. Rather, more extralegal characteristics
were found to be statistically significant in predicting submissions. SAKs from male victims
were 46% more likely to be submitted. Other studies have shown a decrease in criminal justice
system response for male victims (Bullock & Beckson, 2011; Mustaine, Tewksbury, Corzine, &
Huff-Corzine, 2013). The effect of gender as a significant predicting variable on SAK
submissions is concerning as it suggests gender bias by LE in sexual assault cases. The United
States Department of Justice has committed to addressing the problem of LE gender bias in
sexual assault cases (United States Department of Justice, 2016). SAKs were 16% less likely to
be submitted if known suspects committed the assaults, which constitutes 81.8% of the rape
cases in the study. Although SAKs collected in rapes committed by strangers were more likely
to be submitted, it was found that only 45% of SAKs collected from stranger assaults were
submitted by LE to the crime laboratory. This finding aligns with other studies revealing that
SAKs collected from stranger rapes are not routinely submitted for DNA analysis in an attempt
to identify a suspect (Strom and Hickman, 2010). When SAKs from stranger assaults are not
submitted, an opportunity to identify a serial rapists is missed as findings from one study indicate
that almost 50% of sexual assaults by unknown perpetrators are due to serial offenders (Colussi,
Viegas, Ortiz, Bozzo, & Lojo, 2009). SAKs collected from victims that disclosed drug use prior
to assault, likely decreasing their credibility, were 22% less likely to be submitted. Cases in
which victims had a physical or mental impairment were 17% less likely to be submitted – a
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worrisome finding as these victims represent highly vulnerable individuals with known higher
rates of sexual assault (Casteel, Martin, Smith, Gurka, & Kupper, 2008).
Based upon the findings from this large, retrospective study, several recommendations
are proposed to improve SAK submission rates. Trainings to LE on factors specific to sexual
assault investigations, including education on the neurobiology of sexual assault trauma, are
necessary to help LE officers understand sexual assault victim behavior and responses. The
trainings should also include guidance on using the findings from the sexual assault examination
forms and crime lab analysis reports to aid their investigations. The trainings should include
background information on the improved DNA analysis methods. It was found that SAKs
collected from victims after bathing or showering were 17% less likely to be submitted. With
the improved DNA analysis methods utilized by the state crime laboratory, probative DNA
profiles can be developed after a victim has bathed or showered. Bathing or showering should
not influence the decision to submit SAKs. Trainings on the use of CODIS should be instituted
to encourage LE to submit all SAKs collected in stranger assaults.
The establishment of a tracking system of SAKs from the state crime laboratory through
evidence collection, receipt by LE, submission of SAKs by LE back to crime lab, and reporting
of crime lab analysis findings is imperative for accountability of SAKs in the criminal justice
system. Salt Lake County received funding from the Sexual Assault Kit Initiative (SAKI) grant
from the Bureau of Justice Assistance in October 2015. A portion of this grant funding is
designated for the development and/or implementation of a SAK tracking system.
Standardized submissions of SAKs in Utah would be achieved if state laws mandated
automatic submission of SAKs by LE to the crime laboratory. This would eliminate the impact
of subjectivity and bias associated in SAK submissions revealed in this study. It has recently
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been reported that 20 states are considering reform measures to address the inconsistencies found
in SAK submissions by LE agencies (Reilly, 2016).
Final recommendations from this study include the continued need for research on SAK
submissions and criminal justice case processing in sexual assault cases. It is through research
that we will uncover the criminal justice system response to sexual assault cases and monitor this
response for trends and improvements. The database developed in this study will continue to
expand as cases from 2014 and at additional sites in Utah will be added in 2016 and beyond.
Additionally, the database developed in this study will be expanded to include DNA analysis
findings from the submitted SAKs.
Although SAK submissions do not fully represent the criminal justice system response to
sexual assault cases, studies indicate that submission of SAKs by law enforcement to crime
laboratories for analysis increases the criminal justice processing of sexual assault cases
(Hagemann, Stene, Myhre, Ormstad, & Schei, 2011; Campbell, Greeson, Bybee, & FehlerCabral, 2012; Johnson, Peterson, Somners, & Baskin, 2012; Peterson, Hickman, Strom, &
Johnson, 2013; Tasca, Rodriguez, Spohn, & Koss, 2013, O’Neal, Tellis, & Spohn, 2015). The
incredibly low rates of SAK submissions revealed in this study from four sites in Utah imply that
there exists minimal criminal justice system response to sexual assault cases in the state. Other
studies and statistical crime reports on sexual assault in Utah indicate that sexual violence is of
epidemic proportions. Submissions of SAKs by law enforcement for analysis would decrease
the prevalence of sexual assaults in Utah by identifying rapists and serial rapists. Standardized
submission of all SAKs across Utah must occur to establish equitable justice for victims and
decrease the high numbers of sexual assault within the state.
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Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to explore submission rates of sexual assault kits (SAKs)
by law enforcement (LE) to the state crime laboratory in four Utah sites with established sexual
assault nurse examiner (SANE) programs, and the legal and extralegal variables predicting their
submissions. This was a retrospective study with a large sample size (N=1,874). It was found
that there was great variability between sites on SAK submission rates and the length of time
between the assaults and the date of submissions; indeed, the site of the sexual assaults had the
greatest impact on if SAKs were submitted or not and the time of submission. The overall SAK
submission rate was 38.2% (40.6% Site A, 18.3% Site B, 39.6% Site C, and 36.2% Site D).
When controlling for site location using a generalized estimating equation (GEE) model, two
variables were found to increase SAK submissions: male victims were 46% more likely to have
SAKs submitted, and suspected drug facilitated assaults were 25% more likely to have SAKs
submitted. The variables found to decrease SAK submissions were if the victim used drugs prior
to assault (22% less likely to be submitted), if the victim had physical or mental impairment
(17% less likely to be submitted), if the victim knew the suspect (16% less likely to be
submitted), and if the victim had bathed or showered between assault and examination (17% less
likely to be submitted).
The variable of length of time between assaults and SAK submission dates was divided
into 3 classifications: submitted within one month of the assault, submitted between 1-12 months
of the assault, and submitted over a year after the assault. Almost all of the SAKs submitted over
a year after the assault were submitted in late 2014 and through 2015 following media coverage
and community call to action for LE agencies to submit SAKs in storage. For all sites, 12.6%
were submitted within one month of the assault, 10.2% were submitted between 1-12 months of
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the assault, and 15.4% were submitted 1 year or more after the assault. Bivariate analyses were
conducted on submitted SAKS to explore legal and extralegal characteristics associated with the
time of submission. Variables predicting the time of SAK submissions were analyzed in a
multinomial logistic regression model. Most of the legal and extralegal variables were found to
have a random relationship with the time of SAK submissions. Three variables were found to
predict SAK submission rates within the first month of the assault: multiple suspect assaults were
41% less likely to be submitted, stranger assaults were 150% more likely to be submitted, and
every 12 hours that passed between the assaults and the examinations decreased submission by
8%.
The incredibly low SAK submission rate of 38.2% found in the Utah sites equates to
justice denied for 61.8% of victims with collected SAKs in which their SAKs were never
submitted by LE to the crime laboratory for analysis. It also represents a public safety risk, as
repeat serial sexual offenders can not be identified through DNA analysis of collected SAKs if
the SAKs are never submitted for analysis. The variability of SAK submission rates between
sites represents an inequity of justice as this indicates that the site or jurisdiction of where a
victim was raped has the greatest impact on SAK submission and the length of time between
assault and date of submission. Outside of the site variable, the majority of the predicting
variables for SAK submission were extralegal characteristics. These findings indicate that SAK
submissions by LE are subjective and greatly vary by jurisdictions. The following
recommendations were made to increase SAK submissions: training programs for LE on issues
related to sexual assault and sexual assault case investigations, the establishment of a SAK
tracking system from evidence collection through crime lab analysis, state reforms for
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standardized SAK submissions to reduce bias and subjectivity, and continued research on SAK
submissions and criminal justice system response in sexual assault cases.
Additional and Future Studies
I completed a study in October 2013 implementing the National Institute of Justice
Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner (SANE) Toolkit developed by Campbell and colleagues (2013)
on criminal case outcomes in adult sexual assault in Salt Lake County, Utah from 2003 to 2011.
This study found that only 6% of adult sexual assault cases in Salt Lake County were prosecuted,
and LE only referred 33% of adult sexual assault cases to the prosecutors’ office. The findings
generated a substantial amount of attention on the criminal justice response to adult sexual
assault in Salt Lake County resulting in the development of a statewide working group to explore
the extent of unsubmitted SAKs in Utah and increased funding for the testing of SAKs. Yet, no
changes were instituted for LE agencies or prosecution.
The large amount of data collected on the legal and extralegal characteristics of the
sexual assaults resulted in a substantial amount of descriptive information about victims and
sexual assaults in Utah. This data was presented by site and combined for all sites (see Table 2
p. 80-81). I am conducting additional studies on two areas of extralegal characteristics. For both
of these studies, I am collaborating with two Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioners, Dr.
Leslie Miles and Dr. Linda Mabey. One study is exploring the high percentage of victims who
reported mental illness or use of psychotropic medications (44.9%). We are categorizing the
types of mental illness and psychotropic medications. We are exploring the associations between
those victims with mental illness or use of psychotropic medications with other variables: prior
history of sexual assault, history of medical problems, relationships between suspects and
victims, loss of consciousness or awareness, and memory loss. A pilot study on the issue of
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mental illness and/or use of psychotropic medications has been completed (see p. 26-30 in
Dissertation Proposal section). Another on-going study explores variables associated with loss
of consciousness and memory loss as reported by victims. A pilot study has been conducted for
this study and is reported in the Dissertation Proposal section (p. 30-35). The studies on the
prevalence of mental illness and loss of consciousness and memory loss are interconnected with
the dissertation study as these additional studies address victim credibility as perceived by LE.
These additional studies also provide valuable information for practitioners, criminal justice
system, and community partners working with survivors of sexual violence.
My future research plans for this study include following the submitted SAKs through
crime laboratory analysis to document the DNA analysis findings. We can then explore if any
differences exist in the development of probative DNA profiles from SAKs submitted within a
month of the assault, 1-12 months of the assault, and over a year after the assault. If no
statistically significant differences are found in the development of probative DNA profiles, this
further supports submission of all SAKs for analysis within a month of assaults. The database
developed for the dissertation study will continue to grow as data from SAKs collected in 2014
from the 4 Utah sites in April through July 2016. This will increase the study size from 1,874 to
approximately 2,500 cases. Data from one to two more sites in Utah with trained sexual assault
forensic examiners will also be added to the database through 2016 to 2017.
As the principal investigator in a study reported in the Dissertation Proposal section (see
p. 15-18) on the effect of trauma-informed response training for adult sexual assault cases with a
LE agency, I am collaborating with a special resource prosecutor for sexual assault cases to
evaluate the effectiveness of trauma-informed response training in adult sexual assault case
outcomes. Data collection occurred from May 2014 through May 2015. We are currently
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following the 64 adult sexual assault cases in this study through to adjudication. The results to
date are promising in increasing LE response in adult sexual assault cases. This study reflects a
recommendation made in my dissertation study to conduct LE training on issues related to sexual
assault cases.
Conclusion
My studies primarily focus on providing baseline data on sexual assault victims, SAK
submissions, and DNA analysis findings from submitted SAKs in Utah. Knowledge of this
baseline data is critically important to evaluate the criminal justice system response to adolescent
and adult sexual assault cases in Utah. Without this data, we do not have any measurement from
which to determine if interventions are effective or not. The study on law enforcement training
on trauma informed response in adult sexual assault cases is a translational research project,
implementing research on the neurobiology of sexual assault into guiding practice for LE in adult
sexual assault cases. Data from the National Institute of Justice SANE Toolkit and this
dissertation study have provided the essential baseline data.
The overarching goal of my research studies is to bring about improvements in
community and criminal justice system responses to victims of sexual assault and in sexual
assault cases. In an article addressing research needs in sexual assault cases, Lonsway and
Archambault (2012) wrote, “we want to note that such research will only be fruitful if it
translates into meaningful reform efforts” (p. 164). I hope my research findings initiate positive
advancements in sexual assault cases resulting in increased reporting rates, improved
investigations and prosecutions, and enhanced public safety.
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